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I. The following is added as the second paragraph under the “Your Account – Sales Charges – Class C – Automatic
Conversion of Class C Shares to Class A Shares After 10-Year Holding Period – Terms of the Conversion Feature”
section of the prospectus of each Fund that offers Class C shares:
To the extent that you own Class C shares and Class A1 shares of the same Fund, please note that, after the
10-year holding period described above, your Class C shares will automatically convert into the Fund’s Class A
shares (not the Fund’s Class A1 shares) and will be subject to Class A shares’ Rule 12b-1 fee. In some cases,
you may be able to request the exchange of the Class A shares that you receive after the conversion into your
existing Class A1 shares account; however, not all intermediaries can accommodate such requests. Please
contact your financial intermediary for more information.
II. The following is added to the bullet point list under the “Your Account – Choosing a Share Class - Qualified
Investors - Class R6” section of the prospectus:
• Effective January 15, 2019, Health Savings Accounts (HSAs) within plan level or omnibus accounts that are
held on the books of Franklin Templeton Investor Services
III. The following is added to the disclosure the “Appendix A – Intermediary Sales Charge Discounts and Waivers:”
RAYMOND JAMES
Intermediary-Defined Sales Charge Waiver Policies
The availability of certain initial or deferred sales charge waivers and discounts may depend on the particular
financial intermediary or type of account through which you purchase or hold Fund shares.
Intermediaries may have different policies and procedures regarding the availability of front-end sales load
waivers or contingent deferred (back-end) sales load (“CDSC”) waivers, which are discussed below. In all
instances, it is the purchaser’s responsibility to notify the fund or the purchaser’s financial intermediary at the
time of purchase of any relationship or other facts qualifying the purchaser for sales charge waivers or
discounts. For waivers and discounts not available through a particular intermediary, shareholders will have to
purchase fund shares directly from the fund or through another intermediary to receive these waivers or
discounts.
Raymond James & Associates, Inc., Raymond James Financial Services, Inc., & Raymond James
affiliates (“Raymond James”)
Effective March 1, 2019, shareholders purchasing fund shares through a Raymond James platform or account
will be eligible only for the following load waivers (front-end sales charge waivers and contingent deferred, or
back-end, sales charge waivers) and discounts, which may differ from those disclosed elsewhere in this fund’s
prospectus or SAI.
Front-end sales load waivers on Class A shares available at Raymond James
• Shares purchased in an investment advisory program.
• Shares purchased through reinvestment of capital gains distributions and dividend reinvestment when
purchasing shares of the same fund (but not any other fund within the fund family).
• Employees and registered representatives of Raymond James or its affiliates and their family members as
designated by Raymond James.
• Shares purchased from the proceeds of redemptions within the same fund family, provided (1) the repurchase
occurs within 90 days following the redemption, (2) the redemption and purchase occur in the same account,
and (3) redeemed shares were subject to a front-end or deferred sales load (known as Rights of
Reinstatement).

• A shareholder in the Fund’s Class C shares will have their shares converted at net asset value to Class A
shares (or the appropriate share class) of the Fund if the shares are no longer subject to a CDSC and the
conversion is in line with the policies and procedures of Raymond James.
CDSC Waivers on Classes A, B and C shares available at Raymond James
•
•
•
•

Death or disability of the shareholder.
Shares sold as part of a systematic withdrawal plan as described in the fund’s prospectus.
Return of excess contributions from an IRA Account.
Shares sold as part of a required minimum distribution for IRA and retirement accounts due to the shareholder
reaching age 70½ as described in the fund’s prospectus.
• Shares sold to pay Raymond James fees but only if the transaction is initiated by Raymond James.
• Shares acquired through a right of reinstatement.
Front-end load discounts available at Raymond James: breakpoints, and/or rights of accumulation
• Breakpoints as described in this prospectus.
• Rights of accumulation which entitle shareholders to breakpoint discounts will be automatically calculated
based on the aggregated holding of fund family assets held by accounts within the purchaser’s household at
Raymond James. Eligible fund family assets not held at Raymond James may be included in the rights of
accumulation calculation only if the shareholder notifies his or her financial advisor about such assets.
Please keep this supplement with your prospectus for future reference.
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SUPPLEMENT DATED OCTOBER 30, 2018
TO THE CURRENTLY EFFECTIVE PROSPECTUS
OF EACH OF THE FUNDS LISTED BELOW
Franklin Investors Securities Trust
Franklin Low Duration Total Return Fund
Franklin Total Return Fund
Franklin Floating Rate Daily Access Fund
Franklin Strategic Series
Franklin Flexible Alpha Bond Fund
Franklin Strategic Income Fund
The Prospectuses are amended as follows:
I.

The following is added to the “Fund Summary – Principal Investment Strategies” section for each Fund (excluding the
Franklin Floating Rate Daily Access Fund and Franklin Flexible Alpha Bond Fund):

The Fund may invest significantly in complex fixed income securities, such as collateralized debt obligations (“CDOs”), which are
generally types of asset-backed securities.
II.

The following is added to the “Fund Summary – Principal Investment Strategies” section for the Franklin Floating Rate
Daily Access Fund:

The Fund may invest significantly in complex fixed income securities, such as collateralized loan obligations (CLOs) and other
collateralized debt obligations (CDOs), which are generally types of asset-backed securities.
III.

The following is added to the “Fund Summary – Principal Risks” section for each Fund (excluding the Franklin Flexible
Alpha Bond Fund):

Collateralized Debt Obligations (CDOs) The risks of an investment in a CDO, a type of asset backed security, depend largely
on the type of collateral held by the special purpose entity (SPE) and the tranche of the CDO in which the Fund invests. CDOs
may be deemed to be illiquid securities and subject to the Fund’s restrictions on investments in illiquid securities. In addition to the
normal risks associated with debt securities and asset backed securities (e.g., interest rate risk, credit risk and default risk), CDOs
carry additional risks including, but not limited to: (i) the possibility that distributions from collateral securities will not be adequate
to make interest or other payments; (ii) the quality of the collateral may decline in value or quality or go into default or be
downgraded; (iii) the Fund may invest in tranches of a CDO that are subordinate to other classes; and (iv) the complex structure of
the security may not be fully understood at the time of investment.
IV.

The following replaces the “Collateralized Debt Obligations (CDOs)” Principal Risk in the “Fund Summary – Principal
Risks” section for the Franklin Flexible Alpha Bond Fund:

Collateralized Debt Obligations (CDOs) The risks of an investment in a CDO, a type of asset backed security, depend largely
on the type of collateral held by the special purpose entity (SPE) and the tranche of the CDO in which the Fund invests. CDOs
may be deemed to be illiquid securities and subject to the Fund’s restrictions on investments in illiquid securities. In addition to the
normal risks associated with debt securities and asset backed securities (e.g., interest rate risk, credit risk and default risk), CDOs
carry additional risks including, but not limited to: (i) the possibility that distributions from collateral securities will not be adequate
to make interest or other payments; (ii) the quality of the collateral may decline in value or quality or go into default or be
downgraded; (iii) the Fund may invest in tranches of a CDO that are subordinate to other classes; and (iv) the complex structure of
the security may not be fully understood at the time of investment.
Please keep this supplement with your prospectus for future reference.
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Fund Summary

Shareholder Fees

(fees paid directly from your investment)

Investment Goal
To earn a high level of current income. A secondary goal is capital appreciation over
the long term.

Fees and Expenses of the Fund
These tables describe the fees and expenses that you may pay if you buy and hold
shares of the Fund. You may qualify for sales charge discounts in Class A if you
and your family invest, or agree to invest in the future, at least $100,000 in Franklin
Templeton funds. More information about these and other discounts is available
from your financial professional and under “Your Account” on page 46 in the Fund’s
Prospectus and under “Buying and Selling Shares” on page 80 of the Fund’s
Statement of Additional Information. In addition, more information about sales
charge discounts and waivers for purchases of shares through specific financial
intermediaries is set forth in Appendix A – “Intermediary Sales Charge Discounts
and Waivers” to the Fund’s prospectus.
Please note that the tables and examples below do not reflect any transaction fees
that may be charged by financial intermediaries, or commissions that a shareholder
may be required to pay directly to its financial intermediary when buying or selling
Class R6 or Advisor Class shares.

Class A

Class C1

Class R

Class R6

Advisor Class

Maximum Sales Charge (Load) Imposed
on Purchases (as percentage of
offering price)

4.25%

None

None

None

None

Maximum Deferred Sales Charge (Load)
(as percentage of the lower of original
purchase price or sale proceeds)

None2

1.00%

None

None

None

1. Effective October 5, 2018, Class C shares that have been held for 10 years or more will convert automatically into Class A shares
later in the month of October 2018 and will be subject to Class A shares’ lower Rule 12b‑1 fees. Thereafter, Class C shares of the
Fund will convert automatically to Class A shares of the Fund on a monthly basis in the month of, or the month following, the 10year anniversary of the Class C shares’ purchase date. Such conversions will be on the basis of the relative net asset values of
the two classes, will not be subject to Class A shares’ sales charges and are not expected to be a taxable event for federal income
tax purposes. Certain shares that are invested through retirement plans, omnibus accounts or in certain other instances may not
automatically convert if the financial intermediary does not have the ability to track purchases to credit individual shareholders’
holding periods. (See “Your Account – Choosing a Shares Class – Sales Charges - Class C – Automatic Conversion of Class C
Shares to Class A Shares After 10-Year Holding Period” for more information.)
2. There is a 0.75% contingent deferred sales charge that applies to investments of $1 million or more (see “Investments of $1 Million
or More” under “Choosing a Share Class”) and purchases by certain retirement plans without an initial sales charge on shares sold
within 18 months of purchase. Effective September 10, 2018, the 0.75% contingent deferred sales charge applies to investments
of $500,000 or more and purchases by certain retirement plans without an initial sales charge on shares sold within 18 months of
purchase.

Annual Fund Operating Expenses

(expenses that you pay each year as a percentage of the value of your investment)
Class A

Class C

Class R

Class R6

Advisor Class

Management fees

0.45%

0.45%

0.45%

0.45%

0.45%

Distribution and service (12b‑1) fees

0.25%

0.65%

0.50%

None

None

Other expenses

0.18%

0.18%

0.18%

0.05%

0.18%

Acquired fund fees and expenses

0.05%

0.05%

0.05%

0.05%

0.05%

Total annual Fund operating expenses

0.93%

1.33%

1.18%

0.55%

0.68%

Fee waiver and/or expense
reimbursement2

-0.05%

-0.05%

-0.05%

-0.05%

-0.05%

Total annual Fund operating
expenses after fee waiver and/or
expense reimbursement2

0.88%

1.28%

1.13%

0.50%

0.63%

1

1. Other expenses of the Fund, except for Class R6 shares, have been restated to exclude non-recurring prior period expenses. If
such expenses were included in the table above, other expenses would have been higher. Consequently, the Fund’s total annual
Fund operating expenses differ from the ratio of expenses to average net assets shown in the Financial Highlights.
2. The investment manager has contractually agreed in advance to reduce its fee for the next 12-month period as a result of the
Fund’s investment in one or more Franklin Templeton affiliated funds (acquired fund), including a Franklin Templeton money fund.
Contractual fee waiver and/or expense reimbursement agreements may not be changed or terminated during the time period set
forth above.

2
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Example

This Example is intended to help you compare the cost of investing in the Fund with
the cost of investing in other mutual funds. The Example assumes that you invest
$10,000 in the Fund for the time periods indicated and then redeem all of your
shares at the end of the period. The Example also assumes that your investment
has a 5% return each year and that the Fund’s operating expenses remain the
same. The Example reflects adjustments made to the Fund’s operating expenses
due to the fee waivers and/or expense reimbursements by management for the 1
Year numbers only. Although your actual costs may be higher or lower, based on
these assumptions your costs would be:
1 Year

3 Years

5 Years

10 Years

Class A

$511

$704

$914

$1,517

Class C

$230

$417

$725

$1,600

Class R

$115

$370

$645

$1,430

Class R6

$51

$171

$303

$686

Advisor Class

$64

$213

$374

$844

$130

$417

$725

$1,600

If you do not sell your shares:
Class C

Portfolio Turnover
The Fund pays transaction costs, such as commissions, when it buys and sells
securities (or “turns over” its portfolio). A higher portfolio turnover rate may indicate
higher transaction costs and may result in higher taxes when Fund shares are held
in a taxable account. These costs, which are not reflected in annual Fund operating
expenses or in the Example, affect the Fund’s performance. During the most recent
fiscal year, the Fund’s portfolio turnover rate was 115.94% of the average value of
its portfolio.

Principal Investment Strategies
Under normal market conditions, the Fund invests at least 65% of its assets in U.S.
and foreign debt securities, including those in emerging markets. Debt securities
include all varieties of fixed, variable and floating rate income securities, including
bonds, U.S. and foreign government and agency securities, corporate loans (and
loan participations), mortgage-backed securities and other asset-backed securities
and convertible securities. The Fund shifts its investments among various classes
of debt securities and at any given time may have a substantial amount of its assets
invested in any class of debt security.

4
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The Fund may invest up to 100% of its assets in high yield, lower-quality debt
securities (also known as “junk bonds”). The below-investment grade debt securities
in which the Fund invests are generally rated at least Caa by Moody’s Investors
Service (Moody’s) or CCC by Standard & Poor’s (S&P®) or are unrated securities
the Fund’s investment manager determines are of comparable quality.
The Fund may invest a small portion of its assets in marketplace loans to
consumers and small and mid-sized enterprises or companies (SMEs) originated
through online lending platforms.
The Fund may invest in many different securities issued or guaranteed by the
U.S. government or by non-U.S. governments, or their respective agencies or
instrumentalities, including mortgage-backed securities and inflation-indexed
securities issued by the U.S. Treasury. Mortgage-backed securities represent an
interest in a pool of mortgage loans made by banks and other financial institutions
to finance purchases of homes, commercial buildings and other real estate. The
individual mortgage loans are packaged or “pooled” together for sale to investors.
As the underlying mortgage loans are paid off, investors receive principal and
interest payments. These securities may be fixed-rate or adjustable-rate mortgagebacked securities (ARMS). The Fund may purchase or sell mortgage-backed
securities on a delayed delivery or forward commitment basis through the “to-beannounced” (TBA) market. With TBA transactions, the particular securities to be
delivered must meet specified terms and standards. The Fund may also invest a
small portion of its assets directly in mortgage loans.
For purposes of pursuing its investment goals, the Fund regularly enters into
various currency-related transactions involving derivative instruments, including
currency and cross currency forwards, currency swaps, currency and currency
index futures contracts, and currency options. The Fund may also enter into interest
rate and credit-related transactions involving derivative instruments, including
interest rate, fixed income total return and credit default swaps and interest rate
and/ or bond futures contracts. The use of these derivative transactions may allow
the Fund to obtain net long or net short exposures to selected currencies, interest
rates, countries, durations or credit risks. These derivative instruments may also
be used for hedging purposes, to enhance Fund returns or to obtain exposure to
various market sectors.
The Fund uses an active asset allocation strategy to try to achieve its investment
goals. The investment manager uses a “top-down” analysis of macroeconomic
trends combined with a “bottom-up” fundamental analysis of market sectors,
industries, and issuers to try to take advantage of varying sector reactions to
economic events.

franklintempleton.com
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Principal Risks
You could lose money by investing in the Fund. Mutual fund shares are not deposits
or obligations of, or guaranteed or endorsed by, any bank, and are not insured by
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, the Federal Reserve Board, or any
other agency of the U.S. government.
Credit An issuer of debt securities may fail to make interest payments or repay
principal when due, in whole or in part. Changes in an issuer’s financial strength or
in a security’s credit rating may affect a security’s value.
High-Yield Debt Securities Issuers of lower-rated or “high-yield” debt securities
(also known as “junk bonds”) are not as strong financially as those issuing higher
credit quality debt securities. High-yield debt securities are generally considered
predominantly speculative by the applicable rating agencies as their issuers are
more likely to encounter financial difficulties because they may be more highly
leveraged, or because of other considerations. In addition, high yield debt securities
generally are more vulnerable to changes in the relevant economy, such as a
recession or a sustained period of rising interest rates, that could affect their ability
to make interest and principal payments when due. The prices of high-yield debt
securities generally fluctuate more than those of higher credit quality. High-yield
debt securities are generally more illiquid (harder to sell) and harder to value.
Interest Rate When interest rates rise, debt security prices generally fall. The
opposite is also generally true: debt security prices rise when interest rates fall.
Interest rate changes are influenced by a number of factors, including government
policy, monetary policy, inflation expectations, perceptions of risk, and supply and
demand of bonds. In general, securities with longer maturities or durations are more
sensitive to these interest rate changes.
Market The market values of securities or other investments owned by the Fund
will go up or down, sometimes rapidly or unpredictably. The market value of a
security or other investment may be reduced by market activity or other results of
supply and demand unrelated to the issuer. This is a basic risk associated with all
investments. When there are more sellers than buyers, prices tend to fall. Likewise,
when there are more buyers than sellers, prices tend to rise.
Income The Fund’s distributions to shareholders may decline when prevailing
interest rates fall, when the Fund experiences defaults on debt securities it holds, or
when the Fund realizes a loss upon the sale of a debt security.
Variable Rate Securities Because changes in interest rates on variable rate
securities (including floating rate securities) may lag behind changes in market
rates, the value of such securities may decline during periods of rising interest
rates until their interest rates reset to market rates. During periods of declining
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interest rates, because the interest rates on variable rate securities generally reset
downward, their market value is unlikely to rise to the same extent as the value of
comparable fixed rate securities.
Foreign Securities (non-U.S.) Investing in foreign securities typically involves
more risks than investing in U.S. securities, and includes risks associated with:
(i) internal and external political and economic developments – e.g., the political,
economic and social policies and structures of some foreign countries may be
less stable and more volatile than those in the U.S. or some foreign countries
may be subject to trading restrictions or economic sanctions; (ii) trading practices
– e.g., government supervision and regulation of foreign securities and currency
markets, trading systems and brokers may be less than in the U.S.; (iii) availability
of information – e.g., foreign issuers may not be subject to the same disclosure,
accounting and financial reporting standards and practices as U.S. issuers; (iv)
limited markets – e.g., the securities of certain foreign issuers may be less liquid
(harder to sell) and more volatile; and (v) currency exchange rate fluctuations and
policies. The risks of foreign investments may be greater in developing or emerging
market countries.
Sovereign Debt Securities Sovereign debt securities are subject to various risks
in addition to those relating to debt securities and foreign investments generally,
including, but not limited to, the risk that a governmental entity may be unwilling
or unable to pay interest and repay principal on its sovereign debt, or otherwise
meet its obligations when due because of cash flow problems, insufficient foreign
reserves, the relative size of the debt service burden to the economy as a whole,
the government’s policy towards principal international lenders such as the
International Monetary Fund, or the political considerations to which the government
may be subject. If a sovereign debtor defaults (or threatens to default) on its
sovereign debt obligations, the indebtedness may be restructured. Some sovereign
debtors have in the past been able to restructure their debt payments without the
approval of some or all debt holders or to declare moratoria on payments. In the
event of a default on sovereign debt, the Fund may also have limited legal recourse
against the defaulting government entity.
Emerging Market Countries The Fund’s investments in emerging market
countries are subject to all of the risks of foreign investing generally, and have
additional heightened risks due to a lack of established legal, political, business and
social frameworks to support securities and currency markets, including: delays in
settling portfolio transactions; currency and capital controls; greater sensitivity to
interest rate changes; pervasiveness of corruption and crime; currency exchange
rate volatility; and inflation, deflation or currency devaluation.
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Mortgage Securities and Asset-Backed Securities Mortgage securities differ
from conventional debt securities because principal is paid back periodically over
the life of the security rather than at maturity. The Fund may receive unscheduled
payments of principal due to voluntary prepayments, refinancings or foreclosures on
the underlying mortgage loans. Because of prepayments, mortgage securities may
be less effective than some other types of debt securities as a means of “locking
in” long-term interest rates and may have less potential for capital appreciation
during periods of falling interest rates. A reduction in the anticipated rate of principal
prepayments, especially during periods of rising interest rates, may increase or
extend the effective maturity of mortgage securities, making them more sensitive to
interest rate changes, subject to greater price volatility, and more susceptible than
some other debt securities to a decline in market value when interest rates rise.
Mortgage securities purchased on a delayed delivery or forward commitment basis
through the TBA market are subject to the risk that the actual securities received by
the Fund may be less favorable than anticipated, or that a counterparty will fail to
deliver the security.
Issuers of asset-backed securities may have limited ability to enforce the security
interest in the underlying assets, and credit enhancements provided to support the
securities, if any, may be inadequate to protect investors in the event of default.
Like mortgage securities, asset-backed securities are subject to prepayment and
extension risks.
Focus To the extent that the Fund focuses on particular countries, regions,
industries, sectors or types of investment from time to time, the Fund may be
subject to greater risks of adverse developments in such areas of focus than a
fund that invests in a wider variety of countries, regions, industries, sectors or
investments.
Inflation The market price of debt securities generally falls as inflation increases
because the purchasing power of the future income and repaid principal is
expected to be worth less when received by the Fund. Debt securities that pay
a fixed rather than variable interest rate are especially vulnerable to inflation risk
because variable-rate debt securities may be able to participate, over the long
term, in rising interest rates which have historically corresponded with long-term
inflationary trends.
Floating Rate Corporate Investments Floating rate corporate loans and
corporate debt securities generally have credit ratings below investment grade
and may be subject to resale restrictions. They are often issued in connection
with highly leveraged transactions, and may be subject to greater credit risks than
other investments including the possibility of default or bankruptcy. In addition, a
secondary market in corporate loans may be subject to irregular trading activity,
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wide bid/ask spreads and extended trade settlement periods, which may impair
the ability to accurately value existing and prospective investments and to realize
in a timely fashion the full value on sale of a corporate loan. A significant portion of
floating rate investments may be “covenant lite” loans that may contain fewer or less
restrictive constraints on the borrower or other borrower-friendly characteristics.
Derivative Instruments The performance of derivative instruments depends
largely on the performance of an underlying instrument, such as a currency,
security, interest rate or index, and such instruments often have risks similar to
the underlying instrument, in addition to other risks. Derivatives involve costs
and can create economic leverage in the Fund’s portfolio which may result in
significant volatility and cause the Fund to participate in losses (as well as gains)
in an amount that exceeds the Fund’s initial investment. Certain derivatives have
the potential for unlimited loss, regardless of the size of the initial investment.
Other risks include illiquidity, mispricing or improper valuation of the derivative
instrument, and imperfect correlation between the value of the derivative and the
underlying instrument so that the Fund may not realize the intended benefits. When
a derivative is used for hedging, the change in value of the derivative may also
not correlate specifically with the currency, security, interest rate, index or other
risk being hedged. Derivatives also may present the risk that the other party to the
transaction will fail to perform.
Marketplace Loans Marketplace loans are subject to the risks associated with
debt investments generally, including but not limited to, interest rate, credit, liquidity,
high yield debt, market and income risks. Marketplace loans generally are not
rated by rating agencies, are often unsecured, and are highly risky and speculative
investments. Lenders and investors, such as the Fund, assume all of the credit risk
on the loans they fund or purchase and there are no assurances that payments due
on underlying loans will be made. In addition, investments in marketplace loans
may be adversely affected if the platform operator or a third-party service provider
becomes unable or unwilling to fulfill its obligations in servicing the loans. Moreover,
the Fund may have limited information about the underlying marketplace loans and
information provided to the platform regarding the loans and the borrowers’ credit
information may be incomplete, inaccurate or outdated. It also may be difficult for
the Fund to sell an investment in a marketplace loan before maturity at the price at
which the Fund believes the loan should be valued because these loans typically
are considered by the Fund to be illiquid securities.
Currency Management Strategies Currency management strategies may
substantially change the Fund’s exposure to currency exchange rates and could
result in losses to the Fund if currencies do not perform as the investment manager
expects. In addition, currency management strategies, to the extent that they
reduce the Fund’s exposure to currency risks, may also reduce the Fund’s ability
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to benefit from favorable changes in currency exchange rates. Using currency
management strategies for purposes other than hedging further increases the
Fund’s exposure to foreign investment losses. Currency markets generally are
not as regulated as securities markets. In addition, currency rates may fluctuate
significantly over short periods of time, and can reduce returns.
Liquidity From time to time, the trading market for a particular security or type
of security or other investments in which the Fund invests may become less
liquid or even illiquid. Reduced liquidity will have an adverse impact on the Fund’s
ability to sell such securities or other investments when necessary to meet the
Fund’s liquidity needs, which may arise or increase in response to a specific
economic event or because the investment manager wishes to purchase particular
investments or believes that a higher level of liquidity would be advantageous.
Reduced liquidity will also generally lower the value of such securities or other
investments. Market prices for such securities or other investments may be
relatively volatile.
Management The Fund is subject to management risk because it is an actively
managed investment portfolio. The Fund’s investment manager applies investment
techniques and risk analyses in making investment decisions for the Fund, but there
can be no guarantee that these decisions will produce the desired results.

Class A Annual Total Returns
25.55%

12.35%

10.86%
2.65%

-10.94%

2008

7.98%
3.20%

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

4.50%

-4.26%

2015

2016

2017

Year
Best Quarter:

Q2’09

9.70%

Worst Quarter:

Q4’08

-5.72%

Performance

As of June 30, 2018, the Fund’s year-to-date return was -1.28%.

The following bar chart and table provide some indication of the risks of investing
in the Fund. The bar chart shows changes in the Fund’s performance from year to
year for Class A shares. The table shows how the Fund’s average annual returns
for 1 year, 5 years, 10 years or since inception, as applicable, compared with those
of a broad measure of market performance. The Fund’s past performance (before
and after taxes) is not necessarily an indication of how the Fund will perform in the
future. You can obtain updated performance information at franklintempleton.com or
by calling (800) DIAL BEN/342-5236.

Average Annual Total Returns

The Lipper Multi-Sector Income Funds Classification Average in the table shows
how the Fund’s performance compares with the returns of an index of funds with
similar investment objectives.

Franklin Strategic Income Fund - Class C

Sales charges are not reflected in the bar chart, and if those charges were included,
returns would be less than those shown.

1.67%

(figures reflect sales charges)
For the periods ended December 31, 2017
1 Year

5 Years

10 Years

Franklin Strategic Income Fund - Class A
Return Before Taxes

0.03%

1.66%

4.49%

Return After Taxes on Distributions

-0.94%

-0.09%

2.47%

Return After Taxes on Distributions and Sale of Fund Shares

0.01%

0.48%

2.62%

3.19%

2.13%

4.54%

Franklin Strategic Income Fund - Class R

4.25%

2.27%

Franklin Strategic Income Fund - Class R6

4.93%

2.44%

Franklin Strategic Income Fund - Advisor Class

4.76%

2.79%

5.21%

Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Aggregate Index (index reflects no deduction for
fees, expenses or taxes)

3.54%

2.10%

4.00%

Lipper Multi-Sector Income Funds Classification Average (index reflects no
deduction for fees, expenses or taxes)

6.09%

3.32%

5.16%

4.69%
1

—

1. Since inception May 1, 2013.
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No one index is representative of the Fund’s portfolio.
The after-tax returns are calculated using the historical highest individual federal
marginal income tax rates and do not reflect the impact of state and local taxes.
Actual after-tax returns depend on an investor’s tax situation and may differ from
those shown. After-tax returns are not relevant to investors who hold their Fund
shares through tax-deferred arrangements, such as 401(k) plans or individual
retirement accounts. After-tax returns are shown only for Class A and after-tax
returns for other classes will vary.

Investment Manager
Franklin Advisers, Inc. (Advisers)

Portfolio Managers
Christopher J. Molumphy, CFA
Executive Vice President and Director of Advisers and portfolio manager of the
Fund since 1994.

Taxes
The Fund’s distributions are generally taxable to you as ordinary income, capital
gains, or some combination of both, unless you are investing through a tax-deferred
arrangement, such as a 401(k) plan or an individual retirement account, in which
case your distributions would generally be taxed when withdrawn from the taxdeferred account.

Payments to Broker-Dealers and
Other Financial Intermediaries
If you purchase shares of the Fund through a broker-dealer or other financial
intermediary (such as a bank), the Fund and its related companies may pay the
intermediary for the sale of Fund shares and related services. These payments may
create a conflict of interest by influencing the broker-dealer or other intermediary
and your salesperson to recommend the Fund over another investment. Ask your
financial advisor or visit your financial intermediary’s website for more information.

Roger Bayston, CFA
Executive Vice President of Advisers and portfolio manager of the Fund since 2015.
Patricia O’Connor, CFA
Vice President of Advisers and portfolio manager of the Fund since 2016.

Purchase and Sale of Fund Shares
You may purchase or redeem shares of the Fund on any business day online
through our website at franklintempleton.com, by mail (Franklin Templeton Investor
Services, P.O. Box 997151, Sacramento, CA 95899-7151), or by telephone at
(800) 632‑2301. For Class A, C and R, the minimum initial purchase for most
accounts is $1,000 (or $25 under an automatic investment plan). Class R6 and
Advisor Class are only available to certain qualified investors and the minimum
initial investment will vary depending on the type of qualified investor, as described
under “Your Account — Choosing a Share Class — Qualified Investors — Class R6”
and “— Advisor Class” in the Fund’s prospectus. There is no minimum investment
for subsequent purchases.
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Fund Details
Investment Goal
The Fund’s principal investment goal is to earn a high level of current income. Its
secondary goal is capital appreciation over the long term.

Principal Investment Policies and Practices
Under normal market conditions, the Fund invests at least 65% of its assets in U.S.
and foreign debt securities, including those in emerging markets. Debt securities
include all varieties of fixed, variable and floating rate income securities, including
bonds, U.S. and foreign government and agency securities, corporate loans (and
loan participations), mortgage-backed securities and other asset-backed securities
and convertible securities. The Fund shifts its investments among various classes of
debt securities, and at any given time may have a substantial amount of its assets
invested in any class of debt or other income-producing security, including:
• High yield and investment grade corporate bonds and preferred stocks of issuers
located in the U.S. and foreign countries, including emerging market countries
• Developed country (non-U.S.) government and agency bonds
• Emerging market government and agency bonds
• U.S. government and agency bonds, including inflation-indexed securities issued
by the U.S. Treasury
• Corporate loans and loan participations
• Mortgage-backed securities and other asset-backed securities
• Floating and variable interest rate investments (which may be issued by
corporations or governments and may be asset-backed securities) which are
debt securities
• Convertible securities, including bonds and preferred stocks, and other dividendpaying equity securities
• Municipal securities
A debt security obligates the issuer to repay a loan of money at a future date and
generally to pay interest to the security holder. Floating and variable interest rate
investments are debt securities, the rate of interest on which is usually established
as the sum of a base lending rate (such as the prime rate of a designated U.S.
bank) plus a specified margin, and which vary with and are periodically adjusted to
such base lending rate.
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The Fund may invest up to 100% of its assets in high yield, lower-quality debt
securities (also known as “junk bonds”). These securities are either rated below
investment grade or, if unrated, determined by the Fund’s investment manager
to be of comparable quality. Investment grade debt securities are rated in the
top four rating categories by one or more independent rating agencies such as
Standard & Poor’s (S&P®) and Moody’s Investors Service (Moody’s) or, if unrated,
determined by the Fund’s investment manager to be of comparable quality. The
below-investment grade debt securities in which the Fund invests are generally
rated at least Caa by Moody’s or CCC by S&P or are unrated securities the Fund’s
investment manager determines are of comparable quality. However, the Fund may
invest a small portion of its total assets in debt securities that are in default. Many
debt securities of non-U.S. issuers, and especially emerging market issuers, are
rated below investment grade or are unrated so that their selection depends on the
investment manager’s internal analysis.
The Fund may invest in many different securities issued or guaranteed by the
U.S. government or by non-U.S. governments, or their respective agencies or
instrumentalities. Government and agency bonds include debt securities of any
maturity, such as bonds, notes, bills and debentures, issued or guaranteed by
governments, government agencies or instrumentalities, including governmentsponsored entities, supranational entities (e.g., the World Bank), and public-private
partnerships.
The Fund may invest a small portion of its assets in marketplace loans to
consumers and small and mid-sized enterprises or companies (SMEs). Marketplace
loans are loans that are originated through online lending platforms that match
consumers, SMEs, and other borrowers seeking loans with investors willing to
provide the funding for such loans. These borrowers may seek such loans for
a variety of different purposes (e.g., loans for education, loans to fund elective
medical procedures or loans for franchise financing). The yield to the lender on a
marketplace loan is the fixed interest rate assigned by the platform to the loan net of
any fees charged by the platform, including servicing fees, which cover the costs of
services such as screening borrowers for their eligibility, managing the supply and
demand of the marketplace, and facilitating payments and debt collection, among
other things.
The Fund also invests, either directly or through other Franklin Templeton pooled
investment funds, in corporate loans (and loan participations therein) made to,
or issued by, borrowers that are U.S. companies, foreign borrowers and U.S.
subsidiaries of foreign borrowers which typically have floating interest rates. Loan
participations represent fractional interests in a company’s indebtedness and are
generally made available by banks or other institutional investors. Floating interest
rates vary with and are periodically adjusted to a generally recognized base interest
rate such as LIBOR or the Prime Rate.
franklintempleton.com
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A mortgage-backed security is an interest in a pool of mortgage loans made by
banks and other financial institutions to finance purchases of homes, commercial
buildings and other real estate. The individual mortgage loans are packaged or
“pooled” together for sale to investors. As the underlying mortgage loans are paid
off, investors receive principal and interest payments. These securities may be
fixed-rate or adjustable-rate mortgage-backed securities (ARMS). The Fund may
also invest a small portion of its assets directly in mortgage loans. Many of the
mortgage securities in which the Fund invests are issued or guaranteed by the
U.S. government, its agencies or instrumentalities, such as Ginnie Mae and U.S.
government-sponsored entities (GSEs), such as Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac;
others are issued by private entities. Mortgage securities issued by GSEs include
credit risk transfer securities. Credit risk transfer securities are structured without
any government guarantee or underlying collateral, so that (i) interest is paid directly
by the GSE and (ii) principal is paid in accordance with the principal payments
and default performance of a certain specified pool of residential mortgage loans
acquired by the GSE. The Fund may also invest in privately issued credit risk
transfer securities. The Fund may purchase or sell mortgage-backed securities on a
delayed delivery or forward commitment basis through the “to-be-announced” (TBA)
market. With TBA transactions, the particular securities to be delivered are not
identified at the trade date but the delivered securities must meet specified terms
and standards (such as yield, duration, and credit quality).
Government agency or instrumentality issues have different levels of credit support.
Ginnie Mae pass-through mortgage certificates are backed by the full faith and
credit of the U.S. Government. U.S. government-sponsored entities, such as
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, may be chartered by Acts of Congress, but
their securities are neither issued nor guaranteed by the U.S. government.
Although the U.S. government has provided financial support to Fannie Mae
and Freddie Mac, no assurance can be given that the U.S. government will
continue to do so. Accordingly, securities issued by Fannie Mae and Freddie
Mac may involve a risk of non-payment of principal and interest. Investors should
remember that guarantees of timely repayment of principal and interest do not
apply to the market prices and yields of the securities or to the net asset value or
performance of the Fund, which will vary with changes in interest rates and other
market conditions.
For purposes of pursuing its investment goals, the Fund regularly enters into
currency-related transactions involving derivative instruments, including currency
and cross currency forwards, currency swaps, currency and currency index futures
contracts, and currency options. The Fund may also enter into interest rate and
credit-related transactions involving certain derivative instruments, including interest
rate, credit default and fixed income total return swaps and interest rate and/or bond
futures contracts (including U.S. Treasury futures contracts) and options thereon.
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The use of such derivative transactions may allow the Fund to obtain net long or net
short exposures to selected currencies, interest rates, countries, durations or credit
risks. The Fund may use currency, interest rate, credit-related or other derivative
strategies for the purposes of enhancing Fund returns, increasing liquidity, gaining
exposure to particular instruments in more efficient or less expensive ways and/or
hedging risks relating to changes in currency exchange rates, credit risks, interest
rates and other market factors. The investment manager considers various factors,
such as availability and cost, in deciding whether, when and to what extent to enter
into derivative transactions.
By way of example, when the investment manager believes that the value of a
particular foreign currency is expected to increase compared to the U.S. dollar,
the Fund could enter into a forward contract to purchase that foreign currency at a
future date. If at such future date the value of the foreign currency exceeds the then
current amount of the U.S. dollars to be paid by the Fund under the contract, the
Fund will recognize a gain. Conversely, if the value of the foreign currency is less
than the current amount of U.S. dollars to be paid by the Fund under the contract,
the Fund will recognize a loss. When used for hedging purposes, a forward contract
or other currency-related derivative instrument could be used to protect against
possible declines in a currency’s value where a security held or to be purchased by
the Fund is denominated in that currency, or it may be used to hedge the Fund’s
position by entering into a transaction on another currency expected to perform
similarly to the currency of the security held or to be purchased (a “proxy hedge”).
A currency forward contract is an obligation to purchase or sell a specific foreign
currency in exchange for another currency, which may be U.S. dollars, at an agreed
exchange rate (price) at a future date. Currency forwards are typically individually
negotiated and privately traded by currency traders and their customers in the
interbank market. A cross currency forward is a forward contract to sell a specific
foreign currency in exchange for another foreign currency and may be used when
the Fund believes that the price of one of those foreign currencies will experience
a substantial movement against the other foreign currency. A currency forward
will tend to reduce or eliminate exposure to the currency that is sold, and increase
exposure to the currency that is purchased, similar to when the Fund sells a security
denominated in one currency and purchases a security denominated in another
currency. When used for hedging purposes, a currency forward should help to
protect the Fund against losses resulting from a decline in the hedged currency, but
will cause the Fund to assume the risk of fluctuations in the value of the currency it
purchases.
A futures contract is a standard binding agreement that trades on an exchange to
buy or sell a specified quantity of an underlying instrument or asset at a specified
price at a specified later date. A “sale” of a futures contract means the acquisition
of a contractual obligation to deliver the underlying instrument called for by the
franklintempleton.com
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contract at a specified price on a specified date. A “purchase” of a futures contract
means the acquisition of a contractual obligation to acquire a specified quantity
of the underlying instrument called for by the contract at a specified price on a
specified date. The purchase or sale of a futures contract will allow the Fund to
increase or decrease its exposure to the underlying instrument or asset. Although
most futures contracts used by the Fund allow for a cash payment of the net gain
or loss on the contract at maturity in lieu of delivery of the underlying instruments,
some require the actual delivery or acquisition of the underlying instrument or
asset. The Fund may buy and sell futures contracts that trade on U.S. and foreign
exchanges.
Swap agreements, such as interest rate, fixed income total return, currency, inflation
index and credit default swaps, are contracts between the Fund and another party
(the swap counterparty) involving the exchange of payments on specified terms
over periods ranging from a few days to multiple years. A swap agreement may be
negotiated bilaterally and traded over-the-counter (OTC) between two parties (for
an uncleared swap) or, in some instances, must be transacted through a futures
commission merchant (FCM) and cleared through a clearinghouse that serves as
a central counterparty (for a cleared swap). In a basic swap transaction, the Fund
agrees with the swap counterparty to exchange the returns (or differentials in rates
of return) and/or cash flows earned or realized on a particular “notional amount”
of underlying instruments. The notional amount is the set amount selected by the
parties as the basis on which to calculate the obligations that they have agreed
to exchange. The parties typically do not actually exchange the notional amount.
Instead, they agree to exchange the returns that would be earned or realized if the
notional amount were invested in given instruments or at given interest rates.
For credit default swaps, the “buyer” of the credit default swap agreement is
obligated to pay the “seller” a periodic stream of payments over the term of
the agreement in return for a payment by the seller that is contingent upon
the occurrence of a credit event with respect to an underlying reference debt
obligation. The buyer of the credit default swap is purchasing the obligation of its
counterparty to offset losses the buyer could experience if there was such a credit
event. Generally, a credit event means bankruptcy, failure to timely pay interest
or principal, obligation acceleration or default, or repudiation or restructuring of
the reference debt obligation. The contingent payment by the seller generally is
either the face amount of the reference debt obligation in exchange for the physical
delivery of the reference debt obligation or a cash payment equal to the decrease
in market value of the reference debt obligation following the occurrence of the
credit event.
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An interest rate swap is an agreement between two parties to exchange interest
rate payment obligations. Typically, one rate is based on an interest rate fixed to
maturity while the other is based on an interest rate that changes in accordance
with changes in a designated benchmark (for example, LIBOR, prime, commercial
paper, or other benchmarks).
A currency swap is generally a contract between two parties to exchange one
currency for another currency at the start of the contract and then exchange
periodic floating or fixed rates during the term of the contract based upon the
relative value differential between the two currencies. Unlike other types of swaps,
currency swaps typically involve the delivery of the entire principal (notional)
amounts of the two currencies at the time the swap is entered into. At the end of the
swap contract, the parties receive back the principal amounts of the two currencies.
A total return swap is an agreement between two parties, pursuant to which one
pays (and the other receives) an amount equal to the total return (including,
typically, income and capital gains distributions, principal prepayment or credit
losses) of an underlying reference asset (e.g., a note, bond or securities index) in
exchange for a regular payment, at a floating rate based on LIBOR, or alternatively
at a fixed rate or the total rate of return on another financial instrument. The Fund
may take either position in a total return swap (i.e., the Fund may receive or pay the
total return on the underlying reference asset).
The use of derivative strategies may also have a tax impact on the Fund. The timing
and character of income, gains or losses from these strategies could impair the
ability of the investment manager to use derivatives when it wishes to do so.
The Fund may invest in collateralized debt obligations (CDOs), which are generally
types of asset-backed securities. Collateralized bond obligations (CBOs) and
collateralized loan obligations (CLOs) are generally considered two types of CDOs.
CBOs represent interests in a special purpose, bankruptcy-remote vehicle, typically
a trust, collateralized by a pool of fixed income securities, some of which may
be below investment grade, including commercial mortgage-backed securities,
residential mortgage-backed securities, corporate bonds and emerging market debt
securities. CLOs are similar to CBOs except that the underlying pool for a CLO
is generally comprised of corporate and/or sovereign loans, which may include,
among others, senior secured loans, senior unsecured loans, and subordinate
corporate loans made to domestic and foreign borrowers, including loans that may
be rated below investment grade or equivalent unrated loans. For the broader
category of CDOs, the pool of debt instruments held by a trust may include
debt instruments of any type, including mortgage-backed or other asset-backed
securities issued in securitization transactions. In all types of CDOs, the interests in
the trust are split into two or more portions, called tranches, varying in risk, maturity,
payment priority and yield. The riskiest portion is the “equity” tranche, which is the
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first loss position to observe defaults from the collateral in the trust. Because they
are partially protected from defaults, senior tranches of a CDO trust typically have
higher ratings and lower yields than the underlying collateral securities held by the
trust and can be rated investment grade. The Fund may invest in any tranche of a
CDO excluding the “equity” tranche.
The Fund may invest in mortgage dollar rolls. In a mortgage dollar roll, the
Fund sells mortgage-backed securities for delivery in the current month and
simultaneously contracts to repurchase substantially similar (same type, coupon,
and maturity) securities on a specified future date. During the period between the
sale and repurchase, the Fund forgoes principal and interest paid on the mortgagebacked securities. The Fund earns money on a mortgage dollar roll from any
difference between the sale price and the future purchase price, as well as the
interest earned on the cash proceeds of the initial sale.
The Fund may invest in convertible securities, including bonds and preferred stocks,
and other dividend-paying equity securities.
A convertible security is generally a debt obligation or preferred stock of an issuer
that may be converted within a specified period of time into a certain amount of
common stock of the same or a different issuer.
An equity security, or stock, represents a proportionate share of the ownership
of a company; its value is based on the success of the company’s business, any
income paid to stockholders, the value of its assets, and general market conditions.
Common stocks and preferred stocks are examples of equity securities.
The Fund uses an active asset allocation strategy to try to achieve its investment
goals. This means the Fund actively purchases and sells securities and other
investments in various market sectors based on the investment manager’s ongoing
assessment of changing economic, global market, industry, and issuer conditions.
The Fund may seek to quickly and efficiently shift its exposure among various
classes of debt securities, including through derivative instruments and exchangetraded funds, and at any given time may have substantial amount of exposure to
any class of debt or other income-producing investment. The investment manager
uses a “top-down” analysis of macroeconomic trends combined with a “bottomup” fundamental analysis of market sectors, industries, and issuers to try to take
advantage of varying sector reactions to economic events. The investment manager
will evaluate country risk, business cycles, yield curves, and values between and
within markets.

Exclusion of Investment Manager from Commodity Pool
Operator Definition

With respect to the Fund, the investment manager has claimed an exclusion from
the definition of “commodity pool operator” (CPO) under the Commodity Exchange
Act (CEA) and the rules of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC)
and, therefore, is not subject to CFTC registration or regulation as a CPO. In
addition, with respect to the Fund, the investment manager is relying upon a related
exclusion from the definition of “commodity trading advisor” (CTA) under the CEA
and the rules of the CFTC.
The terms of the CPO exclusion require the Fund, among other things, to adhere
to certain limits on its investments in commodity futures, commodity options and
swaps, which in turn include non-deliverable currency forward contracts, as further
described in the Fund’s Statement of Additional Information (SAI). Because the
investment manager and the Fund intend to comply with the terms of the CPO
exclusion, the Fund may, in the future, need to adjust its investment strategies,
consistent with its investment goal, to limit its investments in these types of
instruments. The Fund is not intended as a vehicle for trading in the commodity
futures, commodity options, or swaps markets. The CFTC has neither reviewed nor
approved the investment manager’s reliance on these exclusions, or the Fund, its
investment strategies or this prospectus.

Temporary Investments

When the investment manager believes market or economic conditions are
unfavorable for investors, up to 100% of the Fund’s assets may be invested
in a temporary defensive manner by holding all or a substantial portion of its
assets in cash, cash equivalents or other high quality short-term investments.
Temporary defensive investments generally may include short-term investment
grade securities, U.S. government securities, high-grade commercial paper,
bank obligations, repurchase agreements, money market fund shares (including
shares of an affiliated money market fund) and other money market instruments.
The investment manager also may invest in these types of securities or hold
cash, (which positions may be significant) while looking for suitable investment
opportunities, to maintain liquidity, or to segregate or provide as collateral in
connection with its derivative strategies, such as forward currency or currency or
interest rate futures positions. In these circumstances, the Fund may be unable to
achieve its investment goal.

The Fund’s ability to achieve its investment goals depends in part upon the
investment manager’s skill in determining the Fund’s asset allocation mix and sector
weightings. There can be no assurance that the investment manager’s analysis of
the outlook for the economy and the business cycle will be correct.
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Principal Risks
Credit

The Fund could lose money on a debt security if the issuer or borrower is unable
or fails to meet its obligations, including failing to make interest payments and/or to
repay principal when due. Changes in an issuer’s financial strength, the market’s
perception of the issuer’s financial strength or an issuer’s or security’s credit rating,
which reflects a third party’s assessment of the credit risk presented by a particular
issuer or security, may affect debt securities’ values. The Fund may incur substantial
losses on debt securities that are inaccurately perceived to present a different
amount of credit risk by the market, the investment manager or the rating agencies
than such securities actually do.
High-yield debt securities (including loans) and unrated securities of similar credit
quality (high-yield debt instruments or junk bonds) involve greater risk of a complete
loss of the Fund’s investment, or delays of interest and principal payments, than
higher-quality debt securities or loans. Issuers of high-yield debt instruments
are not as strong financially as those issuing securities of higher credit quality.
High-yield debt instruments are generally considered predominantly speculative
by the applicable rating agencies as these issuers are more likely to encounter
financial difficulties because they may be more highly leveraged, or because of
other considerations. In addition, high yield debt securities generally are more
vulnerable to changes in the relevant economy, such as a recession or a sustained
period of rising interest rates, that could affect their ability to make interest and
principal payments when due. If an issuer stops making interest and/or principal
payments, payments on the securities may never resume. These instruments may
be worthless and the Fund could lose its entire investment.
The prices of high-yield debt instruments generally fluctuate more than higherquality securities. Prices are especially sensitive to developments affecting the
issuer’s business or operations and to changes in the ratings assigned by rating
agencies. In addition, the entire high-yield debt market can experience sudden and
sharp price swings due to changes in economic conditions, stock market activity,
large sustained sales by major investors, a high-profile default, or other factors.
Prices of corporate high-yield debt instruments often are closely linked with the
company’s stock prices and typically rise and fall in response to factors that affect
stock prices.
High-yield debt instruments are generally less liquid than higher-quality securities.
Many of these securities are not registered for sale under the federal securities
laws and/or do not trade frequently. When they do trade, their prices may be
significantly higher or lower than expected. At times, it may be difficult to sell these
Prospectus

Substantial declines in the prices of high-yield debt instruments can dramatically
increase the yield of such bonds or loans. The decline in market prices generally
reflects an expectation that the issuer(s) may be at greater risk of defaulting
on the obligation to pay interest and principal when due. Therefore, substantial
increases in yield may reflect a greater risk by the Fund of losing some or part of its
investment rather than reflecting any increase in income from the higher yield that
the debt security or loan may pay to the Fund on its investment.

Interest Rate

High-Yield Debt Securities
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As a result, certain high-yield debt instruments may pose greater illiquidity and
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Interest rate changes can be sudden and unpredictable, and are influenced
by a number of factors, including government policy, monetary policy, inflation
expectations, perceptions of risk, and supply of and demand for bonds. Changes
in government or central bank policy, including changes in tax policy or changes
in a central bank’s implementation of specific policy goals, may have a substantial
impact on interest rates. There can be no guarantee that any particular government
or central bank policy will be continued, discontinued or changed, nor that any such
policy will have the desired effect on interest rates. Debt securities generally tend to
lose market value when interest rates rise and increase in value when interest rates
fall. A rise in interest rates also has the potential to cause investors to rapidly sell
fixed income securities. A substantial increase in interest rates may also have an
adverse impact on the liquidity of a security, especially those with longer maturities
or durations. Securities with longer maturities or durations or lower coupons or that
make little (or no) interest payments before maturity tend to be more sensitive to
interest rate changes.

Market

The market values of securities or other investments owned by the Fund will go
up or down, sometimes rapidly or unpredictably. Securities or other investments
may decline in value due to factors affecting individual issuers, markets generally
or sectors within the markets. The value of a security or other investment may go
up or down due to general market conditions which are not specifically related to a
particular issuer, such as real or perceived adverse economic conditions, changes
in interest rates or exchange rates, or adverse investor sentiment generally. The
value may also go up or down due to factors that affect an individual issuer or a
particular sector. During a general downturn in the securities markets, multiple
asset classes may decline in value. When markets perform well, there can be no
assurance that securities or other investments held by the Fund will participate in or
otherwise benefit from the advance.
franklintempleton.com
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Income

The Fund’s distributions to shareholders may decline when prevailing interest
rates fall, when the Fund experiences defaults on debt securities it holds or when
the Fund realizes a loss upon the sale of a debt security. The Fund’s income
generally declines during periods of falling benchmark interest rates because the
Fund must reinvest the proceeds it receives from existing investments (upon their
maturity, prepayment, amortization, sale, call, or buy-back) at a lower rate of interest
or return.

Variable Rate Securities

Variable rate securities (which include floating rate debt securities) generally are
less price sensitive to interest rate changes than fixed rate debt securities. However,
the market value of variable rate debt securities may decline or not appreciate
as quickly as expected when prevailing interest rates rise if the interest rates of
the variable rate securities do not rise as much, or as quickly, as interest rates in
general. Conversely, variable rate securities will not generally increase in market
value if interest rates decline. However, when interest rates fall, there may be a
reduction in the payments of interest received by the Fund from its variable rate
securities.

Foreign Securities (non-U.S.)

Investing in foreign securities, including sovereign debt securities, typically involves
more risks than investing in U.S. securities. Certain of these risks also may apply to
securities of U.S. companies with significant foreign operations.
Currency exchange rates. Foreign securities may be issued and traded in
foreign currencies. As a result, their market values in U.S. dollars may be affected
by changes in exchange rates between such foreign currencies and the U.S. dollar,
as well as between currencies of countries other than the U.S. For example, if the
value of the U.S. dollar goes up compared to a foreign currency, an investment
traded in that foreign currency will go down in value because it will be worth fewer
U.S. dollars. The Fund accrues additional expenses when engaging in currency
exchange transactions, and valuation of the Fund’s foreign securities may be
subject to greater risk because both the currency (relative to the U.S. dollar) and the
security must be considered.
Currency management strategies. Currency management strategies may
substantially change the Fund’s exposure to currency exchange rates and
could result in losses to the Fund if currencies do not perform as the investment
manager expects. In addition, currency management strategies, to the extent that
they reduce the Fund’s exposure to currency risks, may also reduce the Fund’s
ability to benefit from favorable changes in currency exchange rates. There is no
assurance that the investment manager’s use of currency management strategies
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will benefit the Fund or that they will be, or can be, used at appropriate times.
Furthermore, there may not be perfect correlation between the amount of exposure
to a particular currency and the amount of securities in the Fund’s portfolio
denominated in that currency. Investing in foreign currencies for purposes of gaining
from projected changes in exchange rates, as opposed to hedging currency risks
applicable to the Fund’s holdings, further increases the Fund’s exposure to foreign
investment losses.
Political and economic developments. The political, economic and social
policies or structures of some foreign countries may be less stable and more
volatile than those in the United States. Investments in these countries may
be subject to greater risks of internal and external conflicts, expropriation,
nationalization of assets, foreign exchange controls (such as suspension of the
ability to transfer currency from a given country), restrictions on removal of assets,
political or social instability, military action or unrest, diplomatic developments,
currency devaluations, foreign ownership limitations, and substantial, punitive
or confiscatory tax increases. It is possible that a government may take over
the assets or operations of a company or impose restrictions on the exchange
or export of currency or other assets. Some countries also may have different
legal systems that may make it difficult or expensive for the Fund to vote proxies,
exercise shareholder rights, and pursue legal remedies with respect to its foreign
investments. Diplomatic and political developments could affect the economies,
industries, and securities and currency markets of the countries in which the Fund
is invested. These developments include rapid and adverse political changes; social
instability; regional conflicts; sanctions imposed by the United States, other nations
or other governmental entities, including supranational entities; terrorism; and war.
In addition, such developments could contribute to the devaluation of a country’s
currency, a downgrade in the credit ratings of issuers in such country, or a decline
in the value and liquidity of securities of issuers in that country. An imposition of
sanctions upon certain issuers in a country could result in an immediate freeze
of that issuer’s securities, impairing the ability of the Fund to buy, sell, receive
or deliver those securities. These factors would affect the value of the Fund’s
investments and are extremely difficult, if not impossible, to predict and take into
account with respect to the Fund’s investments.
Sovereign debt securities. Sovereign debt securities are subject to various
risks in addition to those relating to debt securities and foreign securities generally,
including, but not limited to, the risk that a governmental entity may be unwilling
or unable to pay interest and repay principal on its sovereign debt, or otherwise
meet its obligations when due because of cash flow problems, insufficient foreign
reserves, the relative size of the debt service burden to the economy as a whole,
the government’s policy towards principal international lenders such as the
International Monetary Fund, or the political considerations to which the government
franklintempleton.com
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may be subject. Sovereign debtors also may be dependent on expected
disbursements from other foreign governments or multinational agencies and the
country’s access to, or balance of, trade. If a sovereign debtor defaults (or threatens
to default) on its sovereign debt obligations, the indebtedness may be restructured.
Restructuring may include obtaining additional credit to finance outstanding
obligations, reduction and rescheduling of payments of interest and principal,
or negotiation of new or amended credit and security agreements. Unlike most
corporate debt restructurings, the fees and expenses of financial and legal advisers
to the creditors in connection with a restructuring may be borne by the holders of
the sovereign debt securities instead of the sovereign entity itself. Some sovereign
debtors have in the past been able to restructure their debt payments without the
approval of some or all debt holders or to declare moratoria on payments, and
similar occurrences may happen in the future.
In the event of a default on sovereign debt, the Fund may have limited legal
recourse against the defaulting government entity. As a sovereign entity, the issuing
government may be immune from lawsuits in the event of its failure or refusal to
pay the obligations when due, and any rights the Fund may have may be restricted
pursuant to the terms of applicable treaties with such sovereign entity. If a sovereign
entity defaults, it may request additional time in which to pay or for further loans.
There may be no legal process for collecting sovereign debt that a government
does not pay or such legal process may be relatively more expensive, nor are there
bankruptcy proceedings by which the Fund may collect in whole or in part on debt
issued by a sovereign entity. In certain cases, remedies must be pursued in the
courts located in the country of the defaulting sovereign entity itself, which may
further limit the Fund’s ability to obtain recourse.
Trading practices. Brokerage commissions, withholding taxes, custodial fees,
and other fees generally are higher in foreign markets. The policies and procedures
followed by foreign stock exchanges, currency markets, trading systems and
brokers may differ from those applicable in the United States, with possibly negative
consequences to the Fund. The procedures and rules governing foreign trading,
settlement and custody (holding of the Fund’s assets) also may result in losses
or delays in payment, delivery or recovery of money or other property. Foreign
government supervision and regulation of foreign securities and currency markets
and trading systems may be less than or different from government supervision in
the United States, and may increase the Fund’s regulatory and compliance burden
and/or decrease the Fund’s investor rights and protections.
Availability of information. Foreign issuers may not be subject to the same
disclosure, accounting, auditing and financial reporting standards and practices as
U.S. issuers. Thus, there may be less information publicly available about foreign
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issuers than about most U.S. issuers. In addition, information provided by foreign
issuers may be less timely or less reliable than information provided by U.S.
issuers.
Limited markets. Certain foreign securities may be less liquid (harder to sell) and
their prices may be more volatile than many U.S. securities. Illiquidity tends to be
greater, and valuation of the Fund’s foreign securities may be more difficult, due to
the infrequent trading and/or delayed reporting of quotes and sales.
Regional. Adverse conditions in a certain region or country can adversely
affect securities of issuers in other countries whose economies appear to be
unrelated. To the extent that the Fund invests a significant portion of its assets in
a specific geographic region or a particular country, the Fund will generally have
more exposure to the specific regional or country economic risks. In the event of
economic or political turmoil or a deterioration of diplomatic relations in a region or
country where a substantial portion of the Fund’s assets are invested, the Fund may
experience substantial illiquidity or reduction in the value of the Fund’s investments.

Emerging Market Countries

The risks of foreign investments typically are greater in less developed countries,
sometimes referred to as developing or emerging markets. For example, the
political, social, market regulation and economic structures and institutions in these
countries, including those supporting the regulatory and legal systems and financial
markets, may be less established and more vulnerable to corruption and fraud,
and may change rapidly. These countries are more likely to experience high levels
of inflation, deflation or currency devaluation, which can harm their economies
and securities markets and increase volatility. In fact, short-term volatility in these
markets and declines of 50% or more are not uncommon. Investments in less
developed markets generally are subject to higher fees and expenses and exhibit
greater price volatility and valuation challenges. They may be subject to greater
risk of expropriation, nationalization, confiscatory or punitive taxation, and foreign
investment and divestment restrictions. In addition, a developing market country
may experience a devaluation of its currency, a downgrade in the credit ratings of
issuers in the country, or a decline in the value and liquidity of securities of issuers
in that country if the United States, other nations or other governmental entities
(including supranational entities) impose sanctions on issuers that limit or restrict
foreign investment, the movement of assets or other economic activity in the
country due to political, military or regional conflicts or due to terrorism or war.

Mortgage Securities and Asset-Backed Securities

Mortgage securities differ from conventional debt securities because principal is
paid back over the life of the security rather than at maturity. The Fund may receive
unscheduled prepayments of principal due to voluntary prepayments, refinancing
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or foreclosure on the underlying mortgage loans. To the Fund this means a loss
of anticipated interest, and a portion of its principal investment represented by
any premium the Fund may have paid. Mortgage prepayments generally increase
when interest rates fall. Because of prepayments, mortgage securities may be
less effective than some other types of debt securities as a means of “locking in”
long-term interest rates and may have less potential for capital appreciation during
periods of falling interest rates. When the Fund reinvests the prepayments of
principal it receives, it may receive a rate of interest that is lower than the rate on
the existing security.
Mortgage securities also are subject to extension risk. An unexpected rise in interest
rates could reduce the rate of prepayments on mortgage securities and extend their
life. This could cause the price of the mortgage securities and the Fund’s share
price to fall and would make the mortgage securities more sensitive to interest rate
changes.
Since September 2008, the Federal Housing Finance Agency (FHFA), an agency
of the U.S. government, has acted as the conservator to operate Fannie Mae and
Freddie Mac until they are stabilized. It is unclear how long the conservatorship
will last or what effect this conservatorship will have on the securities issued or
guaranteed by Fannie Mae or Freddie Mac for the long-term.
Issuers of asset-backed securities may have limited ability to enforce the security
interest in the underlying assets, and credit enhancements provided to support the
securities, if any, may be inadequate to protect investors in the event of default.
Like mortgage securities, asset-backed securities are subject to prepayment and
extension risks.

Focus

The greater the Fund’s exposure to any single type of investment – including
investment in a given industry, sector, region, country, issuer, or type of security
– the greater the losses the Fund may experience upon any single economic,
business, political, regulatory, or other occurrence. As a result, there may be more
fluctuation in the price of the Fund’s shares.

Inflation

The market price of debt securities generally falls as inflation increases because
the purchasing power of the future income and repaid principal is expected to be
worth less when received by the Fund. Debt securities that pay a fixed rather than
variable interest rate are especially vulnerable to inflation risk because variable-rate
debt securities may be able to participate, over the long term, in rising interest rates
which have historically corresponded with long-term inflationary trends.
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Floating Rate Corporate Investments

Certain corporate loans may not be considered “securities,” and investors,
such as the Fund, therefore may not be entitled to rely on the antifraud
protections of the federal securities laws.
The senior secured corporate loans and corporate debt securities in which the
Fund invests are often issued in connection with highly leveraged transactions.
Such transactions include leveraged buyout loans, leveraged recapitalization
loans, and other types of acquisition financing. Loan investments issued in such
transactions are subject to greater credit risks than other investments, including a
greater possibility that the borrower may default or enter bankruptcy. Such floating
rate investments may be rated below investment grade (i.e., also known as “junk
bonds”). Although loan investments are generally subject to certain restrictive
covenants in favor of the investors, many of these loans may from time to time
be re-issued, or offered as “covenant lite” loans, which may entail potentially
increased risk since they may have fewer or no financial maintenance covenants or
restrictions that would normally allow for early intervention and proactive mitigation
of credit risk.
In the event of a breach of a covenant in non-covenant lite loans or debt securities,
lenders may have the ability to intervene and either prevent or restrict actions
that may potentially compromise the company’s ability to pay or lenders may be
in a position to obtain concessions from the borrowers in exchange for a waiver
or amendment of the specific covenant(s). In contrast, covenant lite loans do
not always or necessarily offer the same ability to intervene or obtain additional
concessions from borrowers. This risk is offset to varying degrees by the fact that
the same financial and performance information may be available with or without
covenants to lenders and the public alike and can be used to detect such early
warning signs as deterioration of a borrower’s financial condition or results. With
such information, the portfolio managers are normally able to take appropriate
actions without the help of covenants in the loans or debt securities. Covenant
lite corporate loans and debt securities, however, may foster a capital structure
designed to avoid defaults by giving borrowers or issuers increased financial
flexibility when they need it the most.
No active trading market may exist for some corporate loans and some corporate
loans may be subject to restrictions on resale. A secondary market in corporate
loans may be subject to irregular trading activity, wide bid/ask spreads and
extended trade settlement periods, which may impair the ability to accurately value
existing and prospective investments and to realize in a timely fashion the full value
on sale of a corporate loan. In addition, the Fund may not be able to readily sell
its corporate loans at prices that approximate those at which the Fund could sell
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such loans if they were more widely held and traded. As a result of such potential
illiquidity, the Fund may have to sell other investments or engage in borrowing
transactions if necessary to raise cash to meet its obligations.
From time to time, the investment manager may elect to receive material non-public
information (MNPI) about an individual loan that is not available to other lenders of
such loan who may be unwilling to enter into a non-disclosure agreement (NDA)
with the borrower or company and restrict themselves from trading in the loan for
a specified period of time. If the Fund elects to become restricted on any individual
loan as a result of agreeing to receive MNPI about the loan and signing an NDA, the
Fund might be unable to enter into a transaction in a security of that borrower until
the MNPI is made public, when it would otherwise be advantageous to do so.

Derivative Instruments

The performance of derivative instruments depends largely on the performance of
an underlying instrument, such as a currency, security, interest rate or index, and
such instruments often have risks similar to the underlying instrument, in addition to
other risks. Derivative instruments involve costs and can create economic leverage
in the Fund’s portfolio which may result in significant volatility and cause the Fund
to participate in losses (as well as gains) in an amount that significantly exceeds
the Fund’s initial investment. Certain derivatives have the potential for unlimited
loss, regardless of the size of the initial investment. Other risks include illiquidity,
mispricing or improper valuation of the derivative instrument, and imperfect
correlation between the value of the derivative and the underlying instrument so that
the Fund may not realize the intended benefits. Their successful use will usually
depend on the investment manager’s ability to accurately forecast movements
in the market relating to the underlying instrument. Should a market or markets,
or prices of particular classes of investments move in an unexpected manner,
especially in unusual or extreme market conditions, the Fund may not achieve the
anticipated benefits of the transaction, and it may realize losses, which could be
significant. If the investment manager is not successful in using such derivative
instruments, the Fund’s performance may be worse than if the investment manager
did not use such derivative instruments at all. When a derivative is used for hedging,
the change in value of the derivative instrument also may not correlate specifically
with the currency, security, interest rate, index or other risk being hedged. There is
also the risk, especially under extreme market conditions, that an instrument, which
usually would operate as a hedge, provides no hedging benefits at all.
Use of these instruments could also result in a loss if the counterparty to the
transaction does not perform as promised, including because of such counterparty’s
bankruptcy or insolvency. This risk is heightened with respect to over-the-counter
(OTC) instruments, such as certain swap agreements, and may be greater during
volatile market conditions. Other risks include the inability to close out a position
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because the trading market becomes illiquid (particularly in the OTC markets) or the
availability of counterparties becomes limited for a period of time. In addition, the
presence of speculators in a particular market could lead to price distortions. To the
extent that the Fund is unable to close out a position because of market illiquidity,
the Fund may not be able to prevent further losses of value in its derivatives
holdings and the Fund’s liquidity may be impaired to the extent that it has a
substantial portion of its otherwise liquid assets marked as segregated to cover its
obligations under such derivative instruments. Some derivatives can be particularly
sensitive to changes in interest rates or other market prices. Investors should bear
in mind that, while the Fund intends to use derivative strategies on a regular basis,
it is not obligated to actively engage in these transactions, generally or in any
particular kind of derivative, if the investment manager elects not to do so due to
availability, cost or other factors.
Many swaps currently are, and others eventually are expected to be, required to
be cleared through a central counterparty. Central clearing is designed to reduce
counterparty credit risk and increase liquidity compared to OTC swaps, but it does
not eliminate those risks completely. With cleared swaps, there is also a risk of loss
by the Fund of its initial and variation margin deposits in the event of bankruptcy
of the FCM with which the Fund has an open position, or the central counterparty
in a swap contract. With cleared swaps, the Fund may not be able to obtain as
favorable terms as it would be able to negotiate for a bilateral, uncleared swap.
In addition, an FCM may unilaterally amend the terms of its agreement with the
Fund, which may include the imposition of position limits or additional margin
requirements with respect to the Fund’s investment in certain types of swaps. The
regulation of cleared and uncleared swaps, as well as other derivatives, is a rapidly
changing area of law and is subject to modification by government and judicial
action. In addition, the SEC, Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC)
and the exchanges are authorized to take extraordinary actions in the event of a
market emergency. It is not possible to predict fully the effects of current or future
regulation.
The use of derivative strategies may also have a tax impact on the Fund. The timing
and character of income, gains or losses from these strategies could impair the
ability of the investment manager to use derivatives when it wishes to do so.

Marketplace Loans

Marketplace loans are subject to the risks associated with debt investments
generally, including but not limited to, interest rate, credit, liquidity, high yield debt,
market and income risks. Marketplace loans generally are not rated by rating
agencies, are often unsecured, and are highly risky and speculative investments.
Lenders and investors, such as the Fund, assume all of the credit risk on the
loans they fund or purchase and there are no assurances that payments due on
franklintempleton.com
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underlying loans will be made. The Fund may not have direct recourse against the
borrower or may be otherwise limited in its ability to enforce its rights with respect
to its investment in marketplace loans, particularly in the case of unsecured loans.
In addition, lenders and investors are not entitled to recover any deficiency of
principal or interest from the platform operator if the underlying borrower defaults
on its payments due with respect to a loan. Investments in marketplace loans
may be adversely affected if the platform operator or a third-party service provider
becomes unable or unwilling to fulfill its obligations in servicing the loans. Moreover,
the Fund may have limited information about the underlying marketplace loans
and the information provided to the platform regarding the loans and borrowers’
credit information may be incomplete, inaccurate or outdated. Additionally, the
terms of certain loans may not restrict the borrowers from incurring additional debt.
If a borrower incurs additional debt after obtaining a loan through a platform, the
additional debt may adversely affect the borrower’s creditworthiness generally, and
could result in the financial distress, insolvency or bankruptcy of the borrower. To
the extent borrowers incur other indebtedness that is secured, such as a mortgage,
the ability of the secured creditors to exercise collection remedies against the
assets of that borrower may impair the borrower’s ability to repay its marketplace
loan or it may impair the platform’s ability to collect on the marketplace loan
upon default. When a marketplace loan is unsecured, borrowers may choose to
repay other loans before repaying a loan facilitated through a platform because
the borrowers have no collateral at risk. The Fund will not be made aware of any
additional debt incurred by a borrower or whether such debt is secured, which
could allow other creditors to move more quickly to claim assets of the borrower.
Furthermore, U.S. based marketplace lending platforms are subject to extensive
regulation, which could impair the enforcement of marketplace loans, among
other things.
Finally, marketplace loans are not listed on any securities exchange and an active
secondary market for such loans does not currently exist and may not develop in
the future. It may be difficult for the Fund to sell an investment in a loan before its
maturity at the price at which the Fund believes the loan should be valued. The
Fund typically considers its investments in marketplace loans to be illiquid for
purposes of its limitation on illiquid investments.

Liquidity

Liquidity risk exists when the markets for particular securities or types of securities
or other investments are or become relatively illiquid so that the Fund is unable,
or it becomes more difficult for the Fund, to sell the security or other investment
at the price at which the Fund has valued the security. Illiquidity may result from
political, economic or issuer specific events; supply/demand imbalances; changes
in a specific market’s size or structure, including the number of participants; or
overall market disruptions. Securities or other investments with reduced liquidity
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or that become illiquid may involve greater risk than securities with more liquid
markets. Market prices or quotations for illiquid securities may be volatile, and there
may be large spreads between bid and ask prices. Reduced liquidity may have an
adverse impact on market price and the Fund’s ability to sell particular securities
when necessary to meet the Fund’s liquidity needs, which may arise or increase in
response to a specific economic event or because the investment manager wishes
to purchase particular investments or believes that a higher level of liquidity would
be advantageous. To the extent that the Fund and its affiliates hold a significant
portion of an issuer’s outstanding securities, the Fund may be subject to greater
liquidity risk than if the issuer’s securities were more widely held.

Prepayment

Debt securities are subject to prepayment risk when the issuer can “call” the
security, or repay principal, in whole or in part, prior to the security’s maturity. When
the Fund reinvests the prepayments of principal it receives, it may receive a rate
of interest that is lower than the rate on the existing security, potentially lowering
the Fund’s income, yield and its distributions to shareholders. Securities subject
to partial or complete prepayment(s) may offer less potential for gains during a
declining interest rate environment and have greater price volatility. Prepayment
risk is greater in periods of falling interest rates for fixed-rate assets, and for
floating or variable rate securities, rising interest rates generally increase the risk of
refinancings or prepayments.

Extension

The market value of some fixed rate debt securities (such as certain asset-backed
and mortgage-backed securities) will be adversely affected when bond calls or
prepayments on underlying mortgages or other assets are less or slower than
anticipated, particularly when interest rates rise. When that occurs, the effective
maturity date of the Fund’s investment may be extended, resulting in an increase
in interest rate sensitivity to that of a longer-term instrument. Such extension may
also effectively lock-in a below market interest rate and reduce the value of the debt
security.

Convertible Securities

A convertible security is generally a debt obligation, preferred stock or other
security that pays interest or dividends and may be converted by the holder within a
specified period of time into common stock. The value of convertible securities may
rise and fall with the market value of the underlying stock or, like a debt security,
vary with changes in interest rates and the credit quality of the issuer. A convertible
security tends to perform more like a stock when the underlying stock price is high
relative to the conversion price (because more of the security’s value resides in the
option to convert) and more like a debt security when the underlying stock price is
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low relative to the conversion price (because the option to convert is less valuable).
Because its value can be influenced by many different factors, a convertible
security is not as sensitive to interest rate changes as a similar non-convertible debt
security, and generally has less potential for gain or loss than the underlying stock.

including entering into mortgage dollar rolls. High turnover will increase the Fund’s
transaction costs and may increase your tax liability if the transactions result in
capital gains.

Collateralized Debt Obligations (CDOs)

The Fund is actively managed and could experience losses (realized and
unrealized) if the investment manager’s judgment about markets, interest rates or
the attractiveness, relative values, liquidity, or potential appreciation of particular
investments made for the Fund’s portfolio prove to be incorrect. There can be
no guarantee that these techniques or the investment manager’s investment
decisions will produce the desired results. Additionally, legislative, regulatory, or tax
developments may affect the investment techniques available to the investment
manager in connection with managing the Fund and may also adversely affect the
ability of the Fund to achieve its investment goal.

The risks of an investment in a CDO depend largely on the type of collateral held
by the special purpose entity (SPE) and the tranche of the CDO in which the Fund
invests. Investment risk may also be affected by the performance of a CDO’s
collateral manager (the entity responsible for selecting and managing the pool of
collateral securities held by the SPE trust), especially during a period of market
volatility. CDOs may be deemed to be illiquid securities and subject to the Fund’s
restrictions on investments in illiquid securities. The Fund’s investment in CDOs will
not receive the same investor protection as an investment in registered securities.
In addition, prices of CDO tranches can decline considerably. In addition to the
normal risks associated with debt securities and asset backed securities (e.g.,
interest rate risk, credit risk and default risk), CDOs carry additional risks including,
but not limited to: (i) the possibility that distributions from collateral securities will
not be adequate to make interest or other payments; (ii) the quality of the collateral
may decline in value or quality or go into default or be downgraded; (iii) the Fund
may invest in tranches of a CDO that are subordinate to other classes; and (iv)
the complex structure of the security may not be fully understood at the time of
investment and may produce disputes with the issuer, difficulty in valuing the
security or unexpected investment results.

Mortgage Dollar Rolls

In a mortgage dollar roll, the Fund takes the risk that the market price of the
mortgage-backed securities will drop below their future purchase price. The Fund
also takes the risk that the mortgage-backed securities that it repurchases at a later
date will have less favorable market characteristics than the securities originally
sold (e.g., greater prepayment risk). When the Fund uses a mortgage dollar roll, it
is also subject to the risk that the other party to the agreement will not be able to
perform. Mortgage dollar rolls add leverage to the Fund’s portfolio and increase the
Fund’s sensitivity to interest rate changes. In addition, investment in mortgage dollar
rolls will increase the Fund’s portfolio turnover rate.

Portfolio Turnover

The investment manager will sell a security when it believes it is appropriate
to do so, regardless of how long the Fund has held the security. The Fund’s
turnover rate may exceed 100% per year because of the anticipated use of certain
investment strategies. The rate of portfolio turnover will not be a limiting factor for
the investment manager in making decisions on when to buy or sell securities,
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Management

More detailed information about the Fund and its policies and risks can be found in
the Fund’s Statement of Additional Information (SAI).
A description of the Fund’s policies and procedures regarding the release of
portfolio holdings information is also available in the Fund’s SAI. Portfolio holdings
information can be viewed online at franklintempleton.com.

Management
Franklin Advisers, Inc. (Advisers), One Franklin Parkway, San Mateo, CA 944031906, is the Fund’s investment manager. Together, Advisers and its affiliates
manage, as of July 31, 2018, over $733 billion in assets, and have been in the
investment management business since 1947.
The Fund is managed by a team of dedicated professionals focused on investments
in U.S. and foreign debt securities. The portfolio managers of the team are as
follows:
Christopher J. Molumphy, CFA Executive Vice President and Director of
Advisers
Mr. Molumphy has been a portfolio manager of the Fund since 1994. He joined
Franklin Templeton Investments in 1988.
Roger Bayston, CFA Senior Vice President of Advisers
Mr. Bayston has been a portfolio manager of the Fund since 2015. He joined
Franklin Templeton Investments in 1991.
Patricia O’Connor, CFA Vice President of Advisers
Ms. O’Connor has been a portfolio manager of the Fund since 2016. She joined
Franklin Templeton Investments in 1997.
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As co-lead portfolio managers, Messrs. Molumphy and Bayston are jointly and
primarily responsible for the day-to-day management of the Fund’s portfolio.
They have equal authority over all aspects of the Fund’s investment portfolio,
including but not limited to, purchases and sales of individual securities, portfolio
risk assessment, and the management of daily cash balances in accordance with
anticipated investment management requirements. The degree to which each
portfolio manager may perform these functions, and the nature of these functions,
may change from time to time. Ms. O’Connor provides the Fund with research
and advice on the purchases and sales of individual securities, and portfolio risk
assessment.
CFA® and Chartered Financial Analyst® are trademarks owned by CFA Institute.

The Fund’s SAI provides additional information about portfolio manager
compensation, other accounts that they manage and their ownership of
Fund shares.
The Fund pays Advisers a fee for managing the Fund’s assets.
For the fiscal year ended April 30, 2018, Advisers agreed to reduce its fees to reflect
reduced services resulting from the Fund’s investments in Franklin Templeton
affiliated funds (acquired funds) including a Franklin Templeton money fund. The
investment management fees before and after such waivers were 0.45% and
0.40%, respectively.
A discussion regarding the basis for the board of trustees approving the investment
management contract of the Fund is available in the Fund’s annual report to
shareholders for the fiscal year ended April 30.

Manager of Managers Structure

The investment manager and the Trust have received an exemptive order from
the SEC that allows the Fund to operate in a “manager of managers” structure
whereby the investment manager can appoint and replace both wholly-owned
and unaffiliated sub-advisors, and enter into, amend and terminate sub-advisory
agreements with such sub-advisors, each subject to board approval but without
obtaining prior shareholder approval (Manager of Managers Structure). The Fund
will, however, inform shareholders of the hiring of any new sub-advisor within 90
days after the hiring. The SEC exemptive order provides the Fund with greater
flexibility and efficiency by preventing the Fund from incurring the expense and
delays associated with obtaining shareholder approval of such sub-advisory
agreements.
The use of the Manager of Managers Structure with respect to the Fund is
subject to certain conditions that are set forth in the SEC exemptive order. Under
the Manager of Managers Structure, the investment manager has the ultimate
responsibility, subject to oversight by the Fund’s board of trustees, to oversee
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sub-advisors and recommend their hiring, termination and replacement. The
investment manager will also, subject to the review and approval of the Fund’s
board of trustees: set the Fund’s overall investment strategy; evaluate, select
and recommend sub-advisors to manage all or a portion of the Fund’s assets;
and implement procedures reasonably designed to ensure that each sub-advisor
complies with the Fund’s investment goal, policies and restrictions. Subject to
review by the Fund’s board of trustees, the investment manager will allocate and,
when appropriate, reallocate the Fund’s assets among sub-advisors and monitor
and evaluate the sub-advisors’ performance.

Distributions and Taxes
Income and Capital Gain Distributions

As a regulated investment company, the Fund generally pays no federal income
tax on the income and gains it distributes to you. The Fund intends to pay income
dividends monthly from its net investment income. Capital gains, if any, may be
paid at least annually. The Fund may distribute income dividends and capital gains
more frequently, if necessary, in order to reduce or eliminate federal excise or
income taxes on the Fund. The amount of any distribution will vary, and there is no
guarantee the Fund will pay either income dividends or capital gain distributions.
Your income dividends and capital gain distributions will be automatically reinvested
in additional shares at net asset value (NAV) unless you elect to receive them
in cash.
Annual statements. After the close of each calendar year, you will receive tax
information from the Fund with respect to the federal income tax treatment of the
Fund’s distributions and any taxable sales or exchanges of Fund shares occurring
during the prior calendar year. If the Fund finds it necessary to reclassify its
distributions or adjust the cost basis of any covered shares sold or exchanged after
you receive your tax information, the Fund will send you revised tax information.
Distributions declared in December to shareholders of record in such month
and paid in January are taxable as if they were paid in December. Additional tax
information about the Fund’s distributions is available at franklintempleton.com.
Avoid “buying a dividend.” At the time you purchase your Fund shares, the
Fund’s net asset value may reflect undistributed income, undistributed capital
gains, or net unrealized appreciation in the value of the portfolio securities held by
the Fund. For taxable investors, a subsequent distribution to you of such amounts,
although constituting a return of your investment, would be taxable. Buying shares
in the Fund just before it declares an income dividend or capital gain distribution is
sometimes known as “buying a dividend.”
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Tax Considerations

If you are a taxable investor, Fund distributions are generally taxable to you as
ordinary income, capital gains or some combination of both. This is the case
whether you reinvest your distributions in additional Fund shares or receive them
in cash.
Dividend income. Income dividends are generally subject to tax at ordinary
rates. Income dividends reported by the Fund to shareholders as qualified dividend
income may be subject to tax by individuals at reduced long-term capital gains tax
rates provided certain holding period requirements are met. Because the Fund
invests primarily in debt securities, it is expected that either none or only a small
portion of the Fund’s income dividends may be qualified dividends. A return-ofcapital distribution is generally not taxable but will reduce the cost basis of your
shares, and will result in a higher capital gain or a lower capital loss when you later
sell your shares.

cases, please contact the firm to obtain information with respect to the available
methods and elections for your account. Shareholders should carefully review the
cost basis information provided by the Fund and make any additional basis, holding
period or other adjustments that are required when reporting these amounts on
their federal and state income tax returns. Additional information about cost basis
reporting is available at franklintempleton.com/costbasis.
Medicare tax. An additional 3.8% Medicare tax is imposed on certain net
investment income (including ordinary dividends and capital gain distributions
received from the Fund and net gains from redemptions or other taxable
dispositions of Fund shares) of U.S. individuals, estates and trusts to the extent
that such person’s “modified adjusted gross income” (in the case of an individual)
or “adjusted gross income” (in the case of an estate or trust) exceeds a threshold
amount. Any liability for this additional Medicare tax is reported on, and paid with,
your federal income tax return.

Capital gains. Fund distributions of short-term capital gains are also subject to
tax at ordinary rates. Fund distributions of long-term capital gains are taxable at
the reduced long-term capital gains rates no matter how long you have owned your
Fund shares. For single individuals with taxable income not in excess of $38,600 in
2018 ($77,200 for married individuals filing jointly), the long-term capital gains tax
rate is 0%. For single individuals and joint filers with taxable income in excess of
these amounts but not more than $425,800 or $479,000, respectively, the long-term
capital gains tax rate is 15%. The rate is 20% for single individuals with taxable
income in excess of $425,800 and married individuals filing jointly with taxable
income in excess of $479,000. An additional 3.8% Medicare tax may also be
imposed as discussed below.

Backup withholding. A shareholder may be subject to backup withholding on
any distributions of income, capital gains, or proceeds from the sale or exchange
of Fund shares if the shareholder has provided either an incorrect tax identification
number or no number at all, is subject to backup withholding by the IRS for
failure to properly report payments of interest or dividends, has failed to certify
that the shareholder is not subject to backup withholding, or has not certified that
the shareholder is a U.S. person (including a U.S. resident alien). The backup
withholding rate is currently 24%. State backup withholding may also apply.

Sales of Fund shares. When you sell your shares in the Fund, or exchange them
for shares of a different Franklin Templeton fund, you will generally recognize a
taxable capital gain or loss. If you have owned your Fund shares for more than one
year, any net long-term capital gains will qualify for the reduced rates of taxation on
long-term capital gains. An exchange of your shares in one class of the Fund for
shares of another class of the same Fund is not taxable and no gain or loss will be
reported on the transaction.

Non-U.S. investors. Non-U.S. investors may be subject to U.S. withholding
tax at 30% or a lower treaty rate on Fund dividends of ordinary income. Non-U.S.
investors may be subject to U.S. estate tax on the value of their shares. They are
subject to special U.S. tax certification requirements to avoid backup withholding,
claim any exemptions from withholding and claim any treaty benefits. Exemptions
from U.S. withholding tax are provided for capital gain dividends paid by the Fund
from long-term capital gains, interest-related dividends paid by the Fund from
its qualified net interest income from U.S. sources, and short-term capital gain
dividends. However, notwithstanding such exemptions from U.S. withholding tax
at source, any such dividends and distributions of income and capital gains will be
subject to backup withholding at a rate of 24% if you fail to properly certify that you
are not a U.S. person.

Cost basis reporting. If you acquire shares in the Fund on or after January 1,
2012, generally referred to as “covered shares,” and sell or exchange them after
that date, the Fund is generally required to report cost basis information to you and
the IRS annually. The Fund will compute the cost basis of your covered shares
using the average cost method, the Fund’s “default method,” unless you contact the
Fund to select a different method, or choose to specifically identify your shares at
the time of each sale or exchange. If your account is held by your financial advisor
or other broker-dealer, that firm may select a different default method. In these
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State and local taxes. Distributions of ordinary income and capital gains,
and gains from the sale of your Fund shares, are generally subject to state and
local taxes.

Other reporting and withholding requirements. Payments to a shareholder
that is either a foreign financial institution or a non-financial foreign entity within the
meaning of the Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act (FATCA) may be subject to a
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30% withholding tax on income dividends, and, after December 31, 2018, certain
capital gain distributions, return-of-capital distributions and the gross proceeds
from the redemption or exchange of Fund shares. The FATCA withholding tax
generally can be avoided by such foreign entity if it provides the Fund, and in some
cases, the IRS, information concerning the ownership of certain foreign financial
accounts or other appropriate certifications or documentation concerning its status
under FATCA. The Fund may be required to report certain shareholder account
information to the IRS, non-U.S. taxing authorities or other parties to comply
with FATCA.

Class A

Other tax information. This discussion of “Distributions and Taxes” is for general
information only and is not tax advice. You should consult your own tax advisor
regarding your particular circumstances, and about any federal, state, local and
foreign tax consequences before making an investment in the Fund. Additional
information about the tax consequences of investing in the Fund may be found in
the SAI.

Total from investment operations

Financial Highlights
The Financial Highlights present the Fund’s financial performance for the past five
years or since its inception. Certain information reflects financial results for a single
Fund share. The total returns represent the rate that an investor would have earned
or lost on an investment in the Fund assuming reinvestment of dividends and capital
gains. This information has been audited by PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, an
independent registered public accounting firm, whose report, along with the Fund’s
financial statements, are included in the annual report, which is available upon
request.

Year Ended April 30,

2018

2017

2016

2015

2014

$9.84

$9.32

$10.04

$10.57

$10.86

Net investment incomeb

0.39

0.39

0.42

0.42

0.44

Net realized and unrealized gains (losses)

(0.32)

0.30

(0.74)

(0.30)

(0.18)

0.07

0.69

(0.32)

0.12

0.26

(0.30)

(0.17)

(0.40)

(0.55)

(0.45)

Per share operating performance
(for a share outstanding throughout the year)
Net asset value, beginning of year
Income from investment operations:a

Less distributions from:
Net investment income and net foreign
currency gains
Net realized gains
Total distributions

—

—

—

(0.10)

(0.10)

(0.30)

(0.17)

(0.40)

(0.65)

(0.55)

Net asset value, end of year

$9.61

$9.84

$9.32

$10.04

$10.57

Total returnc

0.64%

7.50%

(3.14)%

1.16%

2.52%

Expenses before waiver and payments by affiliates

0.90%

0.88%

0.88%

0.86%

0.86%

Expenses net of waiver and payments by affiliates

0.85%

0.82%

0.84%

0.85%

0.86%e

3.93%

4.08%

4.44%

4.03%

4.16%

Ratios to average net assets
d

Net investment income
Supplemental data
Net assets, end of year (000’s)
Portfolio turnover rate
Portfolio turnover rate excluding mortgage dollar rolls

$3,291,002 $3,833,786 $4,500,752 $5,242,844 $5,182,490
115.94%

140.83%

88.04%

72.51%

54.11%

47.40%

87.33%

48.33%

49.36%

54.11%

a. The amount shown for a share outstanding throughout the period may not correlate with the Consolidated Statement of Operations
in the annual report for the period due to the timing of sales and repurchases of the Fund’s shares in relation to income earned and/or
fluctuating fair value of the investments of the Fund.
b. Based on average daily shares outstanding.
c. Total return does not reflect sales commissions or contingent deferred sales charges, if applicable.
d. Benefit of expense reduction rounds to less than 0.01%.
e. Benefit of waiver and payments by affiliates rounds to less than 0.01%.
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Class C

Class R

Year Ended April 30,

2018

2017

2016

2015

2014

Per share operating performance
(for a share outstanding throughout the year)

Year Ended April 30,

2018

2017

2016

2015

2014

$9.81

$9.28

$10.01

$10.54

$10.82

Per share operating performance
(for a share outstanding throughout the year)

Net asset value, beginning of year

$9.84

$9.31

$10.04

$10.57

$10.85

Income from investment operations:a

Net asset value, beginning of year
Income from investment operations:a

Net investment incomeb

0.35

0.35

0.38

0.38

0.40

Net investment incomeb

0.36

0.37

0.39

0.39

0.41

Net realized and unrealized gains (losses)

(0.33)

0.31

(0.75)

(0.30)

(0.17)

Net realized and unrealized gains (losses)

(0.33)

0.31

(0.74)

(0.29)

(0.17)

0.02

0.66

(0.37)

0.08

0.23

0.03

0.68

(0.35)

0.10

0.24

(0.27)

(0.15)

(0.38)

(0.53)

(0.42)

—

—

—

(0.10)

(0.10)

Total from investment operations

Total from investment operations

Less distributions from:

Less distributions from:

Net investment income and net foreign
currency gains
Net realized gains
Total distributions

(0.26)

(0.13)

(0.36)

(0.51)

(0.41)

—

—

—

(0.10)

(0.10)

(0.26)

(0.13)

(0.36)

(0.61)

(0.51)

Net asset value, end of year

$9.60

$9.84

$9.31

$10.04

$10.57

Total returnc

0.14%

7.19%

(3.64)%

0.76%

2.20%

Expenses before waiver and payments by affiliates

1.30%

1.28%

1.28%

1.26%

1.26%

Expenses net of waiver and payments by affiliates

1.25%

1.22%

1.24%

1.25%

1.26%

3.53%

3.68%

4.04%

3.63%

3.76%

Net investment income

e

Supplemental data
Net assets, end of year (000’s)
Portfolio turnover rate
Portfolio turnover rate excluding mortgage dollar rolls

$1,078,890 $1,385,981 $1,645,852 $2,070,739 $2,109,049
115.94%

140.83%

88.04%

72.51%

54.11%

47.40%

87.33%

48.33%

49.36%

54.11%

a. The amount shown for a share outstanding throughout the period may not correlate with the Consolidated Statement of Operations
in the annual report for the period due to the timing of sales and repurchases of the Fund’s shares in relation to income earned and/or
fluctuating fair value of the investments of the Fund.
b. Based on average daily shares outstanding.
c. Total return does not reflect sales commissions or contingent deferred sales charges, if applicable.
d. Benefit of expense reduction rounds to less than 0.01%.
e. Benefit of waiver and payments by affiliates rounds to less than 0.01%.
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Net realized gains
Total distributions

(0.27)

(0.15)

(0.38)

(0.63)

(0.52)

Net asset value, end of year

$9.57

$9.81

$9.28

$10.01

$10.54

Total return

0.29%

7.38%

(3.50)%

0.91%

2.36%

Expenses before waiver and payments by affiliates

1.15%

1.13%

1.13%

1.11%

1.11%

Expenses net of waiver and payments by affiliatesc

1.10%

1.07%

1.09%

1.10%

1.11%d

Net investment income

3.68%

3.83%

4.19%

3.78%

3.91%

Ratios to average net assets

Ratios to average net assets
d

Net investment income and net foreign currency gains

Supplemental data
Net assets, end of year (000’s)

$105,692 $146,552 $181,671 $223,758 $227,359

Portfolio turnover rate

115.94%

140.83%

88.04%

72.51%

54.11%

47.40%

87.33%

48.33%

49.36%

54.11%

Portfolio turnover rate excluding mortgage dollar rolls

a. The amount shown for a share outstanding throughout the period may not correlate with the Consolidated Statement of Operations
in the annual report for the period due to the timing of sales and repurchases of the Fund’s shares in relation to income earned and/or
fluctuating fair value of the investments of the Fund.
b. Based on average daily shares outstanding.
c. Benefit of expense reduction rounds to less than 0.01%.
d. Benefit of waiver and payments by affiliates rounds to less than 0.01%.
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Class R6

Advisor Class

Year Ended April 30,

2018

2017

2016

2015

2014a

Per share operating performance
(for a share outstanding throughout the year)

Year Ended April 30,

2018

2017

2016

2015

2014

$9.85

$9.33

$10.05

$10.58

$10.86

Per share operating performance
(for a share outstanding throughout the year)

Net asset value, beginning of year

$9.86

$9.33

$10.05

$10.58

$10.87

Income from investment operations:b

Net asset value, beginning of year
Income from investment operations:a

Net investment incomec

0.43

0.43

0.46

0.46

0.49

Net investment incomeb

0.41

0.42

0.44

0.44

0.47

Net realized and unrealized gains (losses)

(0.34)

0.31

(0.74)

(0.30)

(0.19)

Net realized and unrealized gains (losses)

(0.32)

0.30

(0.74)

(0.29)

(0.17)

0.09

0.74

(0.28)

0.16

0.30

0.09

0.72

(0.30)

0.15

0.30

(0.32)

(0.20)

(0.42)

(0.58)

(0.48)

Total from investment operations

Total from investment operations

Less distributions from:

Less distributions from:

Net investment income and net foreign currency gains

(0.33)

(0.21)

(0.44)

(0.59)

(0.49)

—

—

—

(0.10)

(0.10)

Total distributions

(0.33)

(0.21)

(0.44)

(0.69)

(0.59)

Net asset value, end of year

$9.62

$9.86

$9.33

$10.05

$10.58

Total return

0.95%

8.03%

(2.76)%

1.54%

2.90%

Expenses before waiver and payments by affiliates

0.50%

0.48%

0.49%

0.48%

0.48%

Expenses net of waiver and payments by affiliates

0.45%

0.42%

0.45%

0.47%

0.48%

4.33%

4.48%

4.83%

4.41%

4.54%

Net realized gains

Ratios to average net assets
d

Net investment income
Net assets, end of year (000’s)

$433,068 $369,106 $286,503 $253,929 $247,007

Portfolio turnover rate

115.94%

140.83%

88.04%

72.51%

54.11%

47.40%

87.33%

48.33%

49.36%

54.11%

a. For the year May 1, 2013 (effective date) to April 30, 2014.
b. The amount shown for a share outstanding throughout the period may not correlate with the Consolidated Statement of Operations
in the annual report for the period due to the timing of sales and repurchases of the Fund’s shares in relation to income earned and/or
fluctuating fair value of the investments of the Fund.
c. Based on average daily shares outstanding.
d. Benefit of expense reduction rounds to less than 0.01%.
e. Benefit of waiver and payments by affiliates rounds to less than 0.01%.
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Net realized gains
Total distributions

—

—

—

(0.10)

(0.10)

(0.32)

(0.20)

(0.42)

(0.68)

(0.58)

Net asset value, end of year

$9.62

$9.85

$9.33

$10.05

$10.58

Total return

0.79%

7.76%

(2.89)%

1.41%

2.87%

Expenses before waiver and payments by affiliates

0.65%

0.63%

0.63%

0.61%

0.61%

Expenses net of waiver and payments by affiliates

0.60%

0.57%

0.59%

0.60%

0.61%d

4.18%

4.33%

4.69%

4.28%

4.41%

Ratios to average net assets
e

Supplemental data

Portfolio turnover rate excluding mortgage dollar rolls

Net investment income and net foreign
currency gains

c

Net investment income
Supplemental data
Net assets, end of year (000’s)

$933,747 $1,070,103 $904,899 $1,130,796 $1,010,755

Portfolio turnover rate

115.94%

140.83%

88.04%

72.51%

54.11%

47.40%

87.33%

48.33%

49.36%

54.11%

Portfolio turnover rate excluding mortgage dollar rolls

a. The amount shown for a share outstanding throughout the period may not correlate with the Consolidated Statement of Operations
in the annual report for the period due to the timing of sales and repurchases of the Fund’s shares in relation to income earned and/or
fluctuating fair value of the investments of the Fund.
b. Based on average daily shares outstanding.
c. Benefit of expense reduction rounds to less than 0.01%.
d. Benefit of waiver and payments by affiliates rounds to less than 0.01%.
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Your Account
Choosing a Share Class
Each class has its own sales charge and expense structure, allowing you to choose
the class that best meets your situation. Your investment representative (financial
advisor) can help you decide. Investors may purchase Class C or Class R shares
only for Fund accounts on which they have appointed an investment representative
(financial advisor) of record. Investors who have not appointed an investment
representative (financial advisor) to existing Class C or Class R share Fund
accounts may not make additional purchases to those accounts but may exchange
their shares for shares of a Franklin Templeton fund that offers Class C or Class
R shares. Dividend and capital gain distributions may continue to be reinvested in
existing Class C or Class R share Fund accounts. These provisions do not apply to
Employer Sponsored Retirement Plans.
Class A

Class C

Class R

Class R6

Advisor Class

Initial sales charge
of 4.25% or less

No initial sales
charge

No initial sales
charge

See “Qualified
Investors - Class
R6” below

See “Qualified
Investors - Advisor
Class” below

Deferred sales
charge of 0.75%
on purchases of
$1 million or more
($500,000 or more
after September 10,
2018) sold within
18 months

Deferred sales
charge of 1% on
shares you sell
within 12 months

Deferred sales
charge is not
applicable

Lower annual
expenses than Class
C or R due to lower
distribution fees

Higher annual
expenses than
Class A due to
higher distribution
fees. Automatic
conversion to Class
A shares after
approximately ten
years, reducing
future annual
expenses.

Higher annual
expenses than Class
A due to higher
distribution fees
(lower than Class
C). No conversion to
Class A shares, so
annual expenses do
not decrease.

Prior to September 10, 2018, the front-end sales charge schedule for Class A
shares is as follows:
Sales Charges - Class A
when you invest this amount

the sales charge makes up this
% of the offering price1

which equals this % of
your net investment1

Under $100,000

4.25

4.44

$100,000 but under $250,000

3.50

3.63

$250,000 but under $500,000

2.50

2.56

$500,000 but under $1 million

2.00

2.04

Effective September 10, 2018, for Class A shares of the Fund, the new front-end
sales charge schedule is as follows:
Sales Charges - Class A

The availability of certain sales charge waivers and discounts may depend
on whether you purchase your shares directly from the Fund or through a
financial intermediary. Different intermediaries may impose different sales
charges (including potential reductions in or waivers of sales charges) other
Prospectus

In all instances, it is the purchaser’s responsibility to notify the Fund or the
purchaser’s financial intermediary at the time of purchase of any relationship
or other facts qualifying the purchaser for sales charge waivers or discounts.
For waivers and discounts not available through a particular intermediary,
shareholders will have to purchase Fund shares directly from the Fund or
through another intermediary to receive these waivers or discounts.

1. The dollar amount of the sales charge is the difference between the offering price of the shares purchased (which factors in
the applicable sales charge in this table) and the net asset value of those shares. Since the offering price is calculated to two
decimal places using standard rounding criteria, the number of shares purchased and the dollar amount of the sales charge
as a percentage of the offering price and of your net investment may be higher or lower depending on whether there was a
downward or upward rounding.

Class A, C & R
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than those listed below. Such intermediary-specific sales charge variations
are described in Appendix A to this prospectus, entitled “Intermediary Sales
Charge Discounts and Waivers.” Appendix A is incorporated herein by
reference (is legally a part of this prospectus).

franklintempleton.com

when you invest this amount

the sales charge makes up this
% of the offering price1

which equals this % of
your net investment1

Under $100,000

4.25

4.44

$100,000 but under $250,000

3.25

3.36

$250,000 but under $500,000

2.25

2.30

$500,000 or more

0.00

0.00

1. The dollar amount of the sales charge is the difference between the offering price of the shares purchased (which factors in
the applicable sales charge in this table) and the net asset value of those shares. Since the offering price is calculated to two
decimal places using standard rounding criteria, the number of shares purchased and the dollar amount of the sales charge
as a percentage of the offering price and of your net investment may be higher or lower depending on whether there was a
downward or upward rounding.
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Sales Charge Reductions

• A trust established by you or a family member as grantor.

Quantity discounts. We offer two ways for you to combine your current purchase
of Class A Fund shares with other existing Franklin Templeton fund share holdings
that might enable you to qualify for a lower sales charge with your current purchase.
You can qualify for a lower sales charge when you reach certain “sales charge
breakpoints.” This quantity discount information is also available free of charge at
franklintempleton.com/quantity-discounts. This web page can also be reached at
franklintempleton.com by clicking the “Products & Planning” tab and then choosing
“Quantity Discounts for Class A Shares” under “Fund Resources.”
1. Cumulative quantity discount - lets you combine certain existing holdings
of Franklin Templeton fund shares - referred to as “cumulative quantity discount
eligible shares” - with your current purchase of Class A shares to determine if you
qualify for a sales charge breakpoint.
Cumulative quantity discount eligible shares are Franklin Templeton fund shares
registered to (or held by a financial intermediary for):
• You, individually;
• Your “family member,” defined as your spouse or domestic partner, as recognized
by applicable state law, and your children under the age of 21;
• You jointly with one or more family members;
• You jointly with another person(s) who is (are) not family members if that other
person has not included the value of the jointly-owned shares as cumulative
quantity discount eligible shares for purposes of that person’s separate
investments in Franklin Templeton fund shares;
• A Coverdell Education Savings account for which you or a family member is the
identified responsible person;
• A trustee/custodian of an IRA (which includes a Roth IRA and an employer
sponsored IRA such as a SIMPLE IRA) or your non-ERISA covered 403(b) plan
account, if the shares are registered/recorded under your or a family member’s
Social Security number;
• A 529 college savings plan over which you or a family member has investment
discretion and control;
• Any entity over which you or a family member has (have) individual or shared
authority, as principal, has investment discretion and control (for example,
an UGMA/UTMA account for a child on which you or a family member is the
custodian, a trust on which you or a family member is the trustee, a business
account [not to include retirement plans] for your solely owned business [or the
solely owned business of a family member] on which you or a family member is
the authorized signer);
48
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Franklin Templeton fund shares held through an administrator or trustee/custodian
of an Employer Sponsored Retirement Plan (see definition below) such as a 401(k)
plan do not qualify for a cumulative quantity discount.
Franklin Templeton fund assets held in multiple Employer Sponsored Retirement
Plans may be combined in order to qualify for sales charge breakpoints at the plan
level if the plans are sponsored by the same employer.
If you believe there are cumulative quantity discount eligible shares that can be
combined with your current purchase to achieve a sales charge breakpoint (for
example, shares held in a different broker-dealer’s brokerage account or with a
bank or an investment advisor), it is your responsibility to specifically identify those
shares to your financial advisor at the time of your purchase (including at the time of
any future purchase). It may be necessary for you to provide your financial advisor
with information and records (including account statements) of all relevant accounts
invested in the Franklin Templeton funds. If you have not designated a financial
advisor associated with your Franklin Templeton fund shares, it is your responsibility
to specifically identify any cumulative quantity discount eligible shares to the Fund’s
transfer agent at the time of any purchase.
If there are cumulative quantity discount eligible shares that would qualify for
combining with your current purchase and you do not tell your financial advisor or
the Franklin Templeton funds’ transfer agent at the time of any purchase, you may
not receive the benefit of a reduced sales charge that might otherwise be available
since your financial advisor and the Fund generally will not have that information.
The value of cumulative quantity discount eligible shares equals the current or
cost value of those shares, whichever is higher. The current value of shares is
determined by multiplying the number of shares as of the day prior to your current
purchase by their public offering price on the day of your current purchase. The
cost value of shares is determined by aggregating the amount you invested in
cumulative quantity discount eligible shares (including reinvested dividends and
capital gains, but excluding capital appreciation), less any withdrawals, as of the
date prior to your current purchase. It is your responsibility to retain any records
necessary to substantiate historical share costs because neither your current
financial advisor nor the Franklin Templeton funds may have or maintain this
information.
An “Employer Sponsored Retirement Plan” is a Qualified Retirement Plan, ERISA
covered 403(b) plan and certain non-qualified deferred compensation arrangements
that operate in a similar manner to a Qualified Retirement Plan, such as 457 plans
and executive deferred compensation arrangements, but not including employer
sponsored IRAs. A “Qualified Retirement Plan” is an employer sponsored pension
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or profit sharing plan that qualifies under section 401(a) of the Internal Revenue
Code, including 401(k), money purchase pension, profit sharing and defined
benefit plans.

• Assets held in accounts managed by a subsidiary of Franklin Resources, Inc.: (1)
under an advisory agreement (including sub-advisory agreements); and/or (2) as
trustee of an inter vivos or testamentary trust.

2. Letter of intent (LOI) - expresses your intent to buy a stated dollar amount
of “cumulative quantity discount eligible shares” (as defined in the “Cumulative
quantity discount” section above) over a 13-month period and lets you receive
the same sales charge as if all shares had been purchased at one time; however,
purchases made under a right of reinvestment, appreciation of your holdings, and
reinvested dividends and capital gains do not count as purchases made during
the LOI period. We will reserve 5% of your total intended purchase in Class A
shares registered in your name until you fulfill your LOI to cover any additional
sales charge that may apply if you do not buy the amount stated in your LOI. It is
your responsibility to tell your financial advisor when you believe you have fulfilled
your LOI with sufficient cumulative quantity discount eligible shares. The value of
your cumulative quantity discount eligible shares (as calculated in the “Cumulative
quantity discount” section above) as of the day prior to your LOI start date may
be counted toward fulfillment of your LOI. The cost value of cumulative quantity
discount eligible shares, however, may only be aggregated for share purchases that
took place within 18 months of the LOI start date.

• Group annuity separate accounts offered to retirement plans.

To sign up for these programs, complete the appropriate section of your account application.

If you have not designated a financial advisor associated with your Franklin
Templeton fund shares, it is your responsibility to tell the Fund’s transfer agent when
you believe you have fulfilled your LOI with sufficient cumulative quantity discount
eligible shares. Please refer to the SAI for more LOI details.
Franklin Templeton funds include all of the U.S. registered mutual funds of
Franklin Templeton. They do not include the funds in the Franklin Templeton
Variable Insurance Products Trust.

Sales Charge Waivers

Class A shares may be purchased without an initial sales charge or contingent
deferred sales charge (CDSC) by certain investors. If you would like information
about available sales charge waivers, call your investment representative or call
Shareholder Services at (800) 632‑2301.

• Purchases by a bank, trust company or thrift institution that is acting as a
fiduciary exercising investment discretion.
• Advisory Fee Programs. Shares acquired by an investor in connection with a
comprehensive fee or other advisory fee arrangement between the investor and
a registered broker-dealer, investment advisor, trust company, bank, or other
financial intermediary (referred to as the “Sponsor”) in which the investor pays
that Sponsor a fee for investment advisory services and the Sponsor or a brokerdealer through whom the shares are acquired has an agreement with Distributors
authorizing the sale of Fund shares. No minimum initial investment.
• Clients of financial intermediaries who have entered into an agreement with
Distributors and have been approved by Distributors to offer Fund shares through
a network, platform or self-directed investment brokerage account that may
charge a transaction or other fee to customers.
• Shareholders who purchase directly from the Funds and not through any financial
intermediary (i.e., Distributors is the broker of record).
• Class C shareholders whose shares are converted to Class A shares after 10
years under the Class C shares’ conversion feature.
Retirement plans. Provided that Franklin Templeton Investor Services, LLC is
notified, Class A shares at NAV are available for:
• Employer Sponsored Retirement Plans (“Plans” or individually, “Plan”) that invest
through a record-keeper platform or third party retirement platform; or
• Any investors who purchases shares with proceeds from an IRA for which
Fiduciary Trust International of the South (FTIOS) is custodian.

Investments of $1 Million or More

Waivers for certain investors. The following investors or investments qualify
to buy Class A shares without an initial sales charge or CDSC due to anticipated
economies in sales efforts and expenses, including:

If you invest $1 million or more, either as a lump sum or through our cumulative
quantity discount or letter of intent programs, you can buy Class A shares without an
initial sales charge. However, there is a 0.75% CDSC on any shares you sell within
18 months of purchase. The way we calculate the CDSC is the same for each class
(please see “Contingent Deferred Sales Charge (CDSC) - Class A & C”).

• Current employees of securities dealers that have executed a selling agreement
with Franklin Templeton Distributors, Inc. (Distributors) and their affiliates and
their family members, as allowed by the internal policies of their employer.

Effective on September 10, 2018, you can buy Class A shares without an initial
sales charge if you invest $500,000 or more under the terms above. The 0.75%
CDSC will change to 1.00% on or after March 10, 2020.
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Distribution and Service (12b‑1) Fees

Class A has a distribution plan, sometimes known as a Rule 12b‑1 plan, that allows
the Fund to pay distribution fees of up to 0.25% per year to those who sell and
distribute Class A shares and provide other services to shareholders. Because
these fees are paid out of Class A’s assets on an ongoing basis, over time these
fees will increase the cost of your investment and may cost you more than paying
other types of sales charges.
We calculate the amount of these fees over a 12-month period that may differ from
the Fund’s fiscal year. Therefore, the amount shown from time to time in the Fund’s
fee table (which is based upon the Fund’s fiscal year) may differ from the amount
set forth in the Rule 12b‑1 plan due to timing differences.
Sales Charges - Class C
With Class C shares, there is no initial sales charge.
We place any investment of $1 million or more before September 10, 2018, or $500,000 or more on or after September 10, 2018,
in Class A shares, since Class A’s annual expenses are lower.

CDSC

There is a 1% CDSC on any Class C shares you sell within 12 months of purchase.
The way we calculate the CDSC is the same for each class (please see “Contingent
Deferred Sales Charge (CDSC) - Class A & C”).

Distribution and Service (12b‑1) Fees

Class C has a distribution plan, sometimes known as a Rule 12b‑1 plan, that allows
the Fund to pay distribution and other fees of up to 0.65% per year for the sale of
Class C shares and for services provided to shareholders. Because these fees are
paid out of Class C’s assets on an ongoing basis, over time these fees will increase
the cost of your investment and may cost you more than paying other types of sales
charges.

Automatic Conversion of Class C Shares to Class A Shares After
10-Year Holding Period

Effective on October 5, 2018, Class C shares’ conversion feature will become
effective. The conversion feature provides that Class C shares that have been
held for 10 years or more will automatically convert into Class A shares and will be
subject to Class A shares’ lower Rule 12b‑1 fees (the “Conversion Feature”). On or
about October 19, 2018, Class C shares of the Fund that have been outstanding
for 10 years or more will automatically convert to Class A shares of the Fund on the
basis of the relative net asset values of the two classes. Thereafter, Class C shares
of the Fund will convert automatically to Class A shares of the Fund on a monthly
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basis in the month of, or the month following, the 10-year anniversary of the Class
C (or Class C1) shares’ purchase date. The monthly conversion date is expected to
occur around the middle of every month and generally falls on a Friday.

Terms of the Conversion Feature.

Class C shares that automatically convert to Class A shares of the Fund will convert
on the basis of the relative net asset values of the two classes. Shareholders will not
pay a sales charge, including a CDSC, upon the conversion of their Class C shares
to Class A shares pursuant to the Conversion Feature. The automatic conversion
of the Fund’s Class C shares into Class A shares after the 10-year holding period is
not expected to be a taxable event for federal income tax purposes. Shareholders
should consult with their tax advisor regarding the state and local tax consequences
of such conversions.
If you previously owned Class C1 shares of the Fund, the time you held such
shares will count towards the 10-year period for automatic conversion to Class
A shares. Class C (or Class C1) shares of the Fund acquired through automatic
reinvestment of dividends or distributions will convert to Class A shares of the Fund
on the conversion date pro rata with the converting Class C shares of the Fund that
were not acquired through reinvestment of dividends or distributions.
Class C shares held through a financial intermediary in an omnibus account will be
automatically converted into Class A shares only if the intermediary can document
that the shareholder has met the required holding period. In certain circumstances,
when shares are invested through retirement plans, omnibus accounts, and in
certain other instances, the Fund and its agents may not have transparency into
how long a shareholder has held Class C (or Class C1) shares for purposes of
determining whether such Class C shares are eligible for automatic conversion
into Class A shares and the financial intermediary may not have the ability to track
purchases to credit individual shareholders’ holding periods. This primarily occurs
when shares are invested through certain record keepers for group retirement
plans, where the intermediary cannot track share aging at the participant level.
In these circumstances, the Fund will not be able to automatically convert Class
C shares into Class A shares as described above. In order to determine eligibility
for conversion in these circumstances, it is the responsibility of the shareholder
or their financial intermediary to notify the Fund that the shareholder is eligible
for the conversion of Class C shares to Class A shares, and the shareholder or
their financial intermediary may be required to maintain and provide the Fund with
records that substantiate the holding period of Class C (and, if applicable, Class C1)
shares. In these circumstances, it is the financial intermediary’s (and not the Fund’s)
responsibility to keep records and to ensure that the shareholder is credited with the
proper holding period. Please consult with your financial intermediary about your
shares’ eligibility for this conversion feature.
franklintempleton.com
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Also effective October 5, 2018, new accounts or plans may not be eligible to
purchase Class C shares of the Fund if it is determined that the intermediary
cannot track shareholder holding periods to determine whether a shareholder’s
Class C shares are eligible for conversion to Class A shares. Accounts or plans
(and their successor, related and affiliated plans) that have Class C (or Class C1)
shares of the Fund available to participants on or before October 5, 2018, may
continue to open accounts for new participants in that share class and purchase
additional shares in existing participant accounts. The Fund has no responsibility
for overseeing, monitoring or implementing a financial intermediary’s process
for determining whether a shareholder meets the required holding period for
conversion.
A financial intermediary may sponsor and/or control accounts, programs or
platforms that impose a different conversion schedule or different eligibility
requirements for the conversion of Class C shares into Class A shares. In these
cases, Class C shareholders may convert to Class A shares under the policies of
the financial intermediary and the conversion may be structured as an exchange
of Class C shares for Class A shares of the Fund. Financial intermediaries will be
responsible for making such exchanges in those circumstances. Please consult
with your financial intermediary if you have any questions regarding your shares’
conversion from Class C shares to Class A shares.
Sales Charges - Class R
With Class R shares, there is no initial sales charge.

Retirement Plans

Class R shares are available to the following investors:
• Employer Sponsored Retirement Plans
• Health Reimbursement Accounts and Health Savings Accounts, either as a direct
investment or as a separate or managed account.
• IRAs on financial intermediary platforms approved by Distributors
• Non-ERISA 403(b) plans
• Certain other retirement accounts held through financial intermediaries that have
been approved by Distributors.

Distribution and Service (12b‑1) Fees

Class R has a distribution plan, sometimes known as a Rule 12b‑1 plan, that allows
the Fund to pay distribution and other fees of up to 0.50% per year for the sale of
Class R shares and for services provided to shareholders. Because these fees are
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paid out of Class R’s assets on an ongoing basis, over time these fees will increase
the cost of your investment and may cost you more than paying other types of sales
charges.

Contingent Deferred Sales Charge (CDSC) - Class A & C

The CDSC for each class is based on the current value of the shares being sold
or their net asset value when purchased, whichever is less. There is no CDSC on
shares you acquire by reinvesting your dividends or capital gain distributions.
To keep your CDSC as low as possible, each time you place a request to sell
shares we will first sell any shares in your account that are not subject to a CDSC.
If there are not enough of these to meet your request, we will sell the shares in the
order they were purchased. We will use this same method if you exchange your
shares into another Franklin Templeton fund (please see “Exchanging Shares”).
The holding period for the CDSC begins on the day you buy your shares. Your
shares will age one month on that same date the next month and each following
month. For example, if you buy shares on the 18th of the month, they will age one
month on the 18th day of the next month and each following month.

Reinstatement Privilege

If you sell any class of shares of a Franklin Templeton Investments fund, you may
reinvest all or a portion of the proceeds from that sale within 90 days within the
same share class (or share class equivalent if the share class you redeemed from is
closed to new investors) without an initial sales charge. If at the time of investment
your shares are registered directly with the Fund’s transfer agent: Class C or Class
R shares will be reinvested in Class A shares if the account does not have an
investment representative of record; and, proceeds from the earlier sale of Class Z
shares from another fund may also be reinvested in Class A shares.
This reinstatement privilege does not apply to: (i) a purchase of Fund shares made
through a regularly scheduled automatic investment plan such as a purchase by
a regularly scheduled payroll deduction or transfer from a bank account, or (ii) a
purchase of Fund shares with proceeds from the sale of Franklin Templeton fund
shares that were held indirectly through a non-Franklin Templeton individual or
employer sponsored IRA.
In order to take advantage of this reinstatement privilege, you must inform your
investment representative or the Fund’s transfer agent of this privilege at the time of
your investment.
Generally, if you paid a CDSC when you sold your Class A or Class C shares,
Distributors will credit back to you the CDSC paid on the amount you are reinvesting
within 90 days of the sale by adding it to the amount of your reinvestment. For Class
A shares reinvested with a CDSC credit, a new CDSC will apply and the CDSC
franklintempleton.com
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holding period will begin again. For Class C shares reinvested with a CDSC credit
in Class A shares, you will not receive a CDSC credit in the new Class A shares and
your reinvestment will not be subject to any otherwise applicable CDSC.

• Governments, municipalities, and tax-exempt entities that meet the requirements
for qualification under section 501 of the Internal Revenue Code when
purchasing direct from the Fund.

Qualified Investors - Class R6

• Current employees of securities dealers that have executed a selling agreement
with Distributors and their affiliates and their family members, as allowed by the
internal policies of their employer.

Class R6 shares are available to the following investors:
• Employer Sponsored Retirement Plans where plan level or omnibus accounts are
held on the books of Franklin Templeton Investor Services.
• Endowments; foundations; local, city and state governmental institutions;
corporations; non-profit organizations that are organized as corporations; and
insurance companies, (collectively “institutional investors”) when purchasing
directly from a Fund. The minimum initial investment for institutional investors is
$1,000,000 per Fund.

• Current and former officers, trustees, directors, and full-time employees (and, in
each case, their family members) of Franklin Templeton Investments or Franklin
Templeton funds (including any foundation, trust or benefit plan maintained,
owned, controlled, or established by or for any such person), consistent with our
then-current policies. Minimum initial investment: $1,000 ($25 for accounts with
an automatic investment plan).

• Unaffiliated U.S. registered mutual funds, including those that operate as “fund of
funds.”

• Assets held in accounts managed by a subsidiary of Franklin Resources, Inc.: (1)
under an advisory agreement (including sub-advisory agreements); and/or (2) as
trustee of an inter vivos or testamentary trust.

• Other Franklin Templeton funds and funds for which Franklin Templeton
investment managers provide advisory or subadvisory services.

• Employer Sponsored Retirement Plans (“Plans” or individually, “Plan”) that invest
through a record-keeper or third party retirement platform.

• Intermediaries that execute an addendum to their selling agreement
acknowledging that they are acting exclusively as agents of their clients in
transacting in Class R6 shares.

• Plans with aggregate plan assets of $1 million or more invested directly with
Franklin Templeton Investments funds.

• Advisory Fee Programs. A registered broker-dealer, investment advisor, trust
company, bank, or other financial intermediary (referred to as a “Sponsor”) that
has an agreement with Distributors authorizing the sale of Fund shares and that
acquires shares of the Fund for its clients in connection with a comprehensive fee
or other advisory fee arrangement for which the client pays the Sponsor a fee for
investment advisory services. No minimum initial investment.

Qualified Investors - Advisor Class

The following investors or investments qualify to buy Advisor Class shares of
the Fund:
• Advisory Fee Programs. Shares acquired by an investor in connection with a
comprehensive fee or other advisory fee arrangement between the investor and
a registered broker-dealer, investment advisor, trust company, bank, or other
financial intermediary (referred to as the “Sponsor”) in which the investor pays
that Sponsor a fee for investment advisory services and the Sponsor or a brokerdealer through whom the shares are acquired has an agreement with Distributors
authorizing the sale of Fund shares. No minimum initial investment.
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• Purchases by a bank, trust company or thrift institution that is acting as a
fiduciary exercising investment discretion.
• Any trust or plan established as part of a qualified tuition program under Section
529 of the Internal Revenue Code.
• An individual or entity associated with a current customer of Franklin Templeton
Institutional, LLC (FTI, LLC) if approved by FTI, LLC in consultation with its
customers.
• Unaffiliated U.S. registered mutual funds, including those that operate as “fund of
funds.”
• Assets held in accounts under the recommendation of an investment consultant
provided that (1) assets are held with a firm unaffiliated with the investment
consultant’s firm; (2) the investment consultant is under a retainer or other similar
fee arrangement with its clients; (3) the client is not an individual; and (4) a
subsidiary of Franklin Resources, Inc. approves the investment.
• Clients of financial intermediaries who have entered into an agreement with
Distributors and have been approved by Distributors to offer Fund shares
through a network, platform, or self-directed investment brokerage account that
may charge a transaction or other fee to customers. Minimum initial investment
$100,000.
franklintempleton.com
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Waivers for Exchanges between Classes of the Same Fund

Financial Intermediary Exchanges between Classes of the Same Fund.
Exchanges between Classes of the same Fund as described below generally will
be tax-free for federal income tax purposes. You should also consult with your tax
advisor regarding the state and local tax consequences of such an exchange of
Fund shares. These exchange privileges are subject to termination and may be
amended from time to time.
Advisory Programs Eligible for Advisor Class or Class Z shares. Class A
and Class C shares purchased by accounts participating in certain programs
sponsored by and/or controlled by financial intermediaries (“Advisory Programs”)
may be exchanged by the financial intermediary on behalf of the shareholder for
Advisor Class shares of the same Fund under certain circumstances, including such
Advisory Program’s eligibility to purchase Advisor Class shares of the Fund. Such
exchange will be on the basis of each Class’ NAV per share, without the imposition
of any sales charge, fee or other charge. Unless otherwise permitted, any CDSC
owed must be paid on Class A and Class C shares that you wish to exchange.
Financial Intermediary Exchanges from Class C Shares to Class A Shares.
Class C shares purchased through financial intermediaries may be exchanged
by the financial intermediary on behalf of the shareholder for Class A shares of
the same Fund under certain circumstances. Such exchange will be on the basis
of each Class’ NAV per share, without the imposition of any sales charge, fee or
other charge.
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Buying Shares
Minimum Investments - Class A, C & R

Initial

Regular accounts, UGMA/UTMA accounts, current and former full-time
employees, officers, trustees and directors of Franklin Templeton
entities, and their family members

$1,000

Automatic investment plans

$25

Employer Sponsored Retirement Plans, SIMPLE-IRAs, SEP-IRAs,
SARSEPs or 403(b) plan accounts

no minimum

IRAs, IRA rollovers, Coverdell Education Savings Plans or Roth IRAs

$250

Broker-dealer sponsored wrap account programs

no minimum

Please note that you may only buy shares (including the purchase side of an
exchange) of a fund eligible for sale in your state or jurisdiction. The Fund and other
Franklin Templeton funds are intended for sale to residents of the United States,
and, with very limited exceptions, are not registered or otherwise offered for sale in
other jurisdictions.
In particular, the Fund is not registered in any provincial or territorial jurisdiction in
Canada, and shares of the Fund have not been qualified for sale in any Canadian
jurisdiction. The shares offered by this prospectus may not be directly or indirectly
offered or sold in any provincial or territorial jurisdiction in Canada or to or for the
benefit of residents thereof. Prospective investors may be required to declare that
they are not Canadian residents and are not acquiring shares on behalf of any
Canadian residents. Similarly, the Fund is not registered, and shares of the Fund
have not been qualified for distribution, in any member country of the European
Union (EU) or European Economic Area (EEA), and may not be directly or indirectly
offered or distributed in any such country. If an investor becomes a Canadian, EU
or EEA resident after purchasing shares of the Fund, the investor will not be able to
purchase any additional shares of the Fund (other than reinvestment of dividends
and capital gains) or exchange shares of the Fund for other U.S. registered Franklin
Templeton funds.
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Account Application

If you are opening a new account,
please complete and sign the enclosed
account application. Make sure you
indicate the share class you have
chosen. If you do not indicate a class,
we will place your purchase in Class A
shares. To save time, you can sign up
now for services you may want on your
account by completing the appropriate
sections of the application (see “Investor
Services”). For example, if you would
like to link one of your bank accounts
to your Fund account so that you may
use electronic funds transfer to and
from your bank account to buy and
sell shares, please complete the bank
information section of the application.
We will keep your bank information
on file for future purchases and
redemptions. We do not accept cash,
credit card convenience checks, nonbank money orders, travelers checks or
checks drawn on foreign banks as forms
of payment to purchase shares.

YOUR ACCOUNT

Buying Shares
Opening an account

Adding to an account

Through your investment representative

Contact your investment representative

Contact your investment representative

By Phone/Online
(800) 632‑2301
franklintempleton.com
Note: certain account types are not available for online
account access.

If you have another Franklin Templeton fund
account with your bank account information on
file, you may open a new identically registered
account by phone. To make a same day investment,
your phone order must be received and accepted
by us prior to 1 p.m. Pacific time or the regularly
scheduled close of the New York Stock Exchange,
whichever is earlier. You may open certain new
accounts online at franklintempleton.com.

Before requesting a telephone or online purchase into
an existing account, please make sure we have your
bank account information on file. If we do not have this
information, you will need to send written instructions
with your bank’s name and address and a voided check
or savings account deposit slip. All bank and Fund
account owners must sign the request. If the bank and
Fund accounts do not have at least one common owner,
each individual must also have his or her signature
notarized.
To make a same day investment, your phone or online
order must be received and accepted by us prior to 1
p.m. Pacific time or the regularly scheduled close of the
New York Stock Exchange, whichever is earlier.

By Mail

Make your check payable to the Fund.
Mail the check and your signed application to
Investor Services.

Make your check payable to the Fund. Include your
account number on the check.
Fill out the deposit slip from your account statement. If
you do not have a slip, include a note with your name,
the Fund name, and your account number.
Mail the check and deposit slip or note to Investor
Services.

By Wire
(800) 632‑2301
or (650) 312‑2000 collect

Call to receive a wire control number and wire
instructions.
Wire the funds and mail your signed application to
Investor Services. Please include the wire control
number or your new account number on the
application.
To make a same day wire investment, the wired
funds must be received and accepted by us prior
to 1 p.m. Pacific time or the regularly scheduled
close of the New York Stock Exchange, whichever
is earlier.

Call to receive a wire control number and wire
instructions.
To make a same day wire investment, the wired funds
must be received and accepted by us prior to 1 p.m.
Pacific time or the regularly scheduled close of the New
York Stock Exchange, whichever is earlier.

By Exchange
franklintempleton.com

Call Shareholder Services at (800) 632‑2301, or
send signed written instructions. You also may place
an online exchange order.
(Please see “Exchanging Shares” for more
information on exchanges.)

Call Shareholder Services at (800) 632‑2301, or send
signed written instructions. You also may place an
online exchange order.
(Please see “Exchanging Shares” for more information
on exchanges.)

Franklin Templeton Investor Services
P.O. Box 997151
Sacramento, CA 95899-7151
Call toll-free: (800) 632‑2301
or visit us online 24 hours a day,
7 days a week, at franklintempleton.com
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Investor Services

Telephone/Online Privileges

Automatic Investment Plan

This plan offers a convenient way for you to invest in the Fund by automatically
transferring money from your checking or savings account each month to buy
shares. To sign up, visit us online at franklintempleton.com or complete the
appropriate section of your account application and send it to Investor Services. If
you are opening a new account, please include your minimum initial investment with
your application.

Automated Telephone System

Our automated system offers around-the-clock access to information about your
account or any Franklin Templeton fund. This service is available by dialing any of
the following numbers from a touch-tone phone:
Shareholder Services

(800) 632‑2301

Advisor Services

(800) 524‑4040

Retirement Services

(800) 527‑2020

Distribution Options

You may reinvest distributions you receive from the Fund in an existing account in
the same share class* of the Fund or another Franklin Templeton fund. Initial sales
charges and CDSCs will not apply to reinvested distributions. You also can have
your distributions deposited in a bank account, or mailed by check. Deposits to a
bank account may be made by electronic funds transfer.
*Class C shareholders may reinvest their distributions in Class A shares of any Franklin Templeton money fund. Advisor Class
shareholders may reinvest in Advisor Class or Class A shares of another Franklin Templeton fund. To reinvest your distributions in
Advisor Class shares of another Franklin Templeton fund, you must be a current shareholder in Advisor Class or otherwise qualify
to buy that fund’s Advisor Class shares.

If you received a distribution and chose to return it to purchase additional shares in
Class A shares of another Franklin Templeton fund, you will not be charged an initial
sales charge if you invest the distribution within 90 days of the distribution date.
Please indicate on your application the distribution option you have chosen,
otherwise we will reinvest your distributions in the same share class of the Fund.

Retirement Plans

Franklin Templeton Investments offers a variety of retirement plans for individuals
and businesses. These plans require separate applications, may require special
forms for redemptions, and their policies and procedures may be different than
those described in this prospectus. For more information, including a free retirement
plan brochure or application, please call Retirement Services at (800) 527‑2020.
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You will automatically receive telephone/online privileges when you open your
account, allowing you to obtain or view your account information, and conduct a
number of transactions by phone or online, including: buy, sell, or exchange shares
of most funds; use electronic funds transfer to buy or sell shares of most funds;
change your address; and add or change account services (including distribution
options, systematic withdrawal plans and automatic investment plans).
To view your account information or request online transactions, you will first
need to register for these services at the shareholder section of our website
at franklintempleton.com. You will be asked to accept the terms of an online
agreement(s) and establish a password for online services. If you are registered for
online services, you may enroll online in Franklin Templeton’s electronic delivery
program for your shareholder documents. This will allow you to receive electronic
delivery (through our website) of most Franklin Templeton funds’ prospectuses,
annual/semiannual reports to shareholders, and proxy statements, as well as your
account(s) statements and trade confirmations, and discontinue receiving your
paper copies through the U.S. mail. Using our shareholder website means you are
consenting to sending and receiving personal financial information over the Internet,
so you should be sure you are comfortable with the risks.
As long as we follow reasonable security procedures and act on instructions we
reasonably believe are genuine, we will not be responsible for any losses that may
occur from unauthorized requests. We will request passwords or other information,
and also may record calls. We have the right (but have no obligation) to refuse
a telephone request if the caller is unable to provide the requested information
or if we reasonably believe the caller is not an individual authorized to act on the
account. To help safeguard your account, keep your password confidential, and
verify the accuracy of your confirmation statements immediately after you receive
them. Contact us immediately if you believe someone has obtained unauthorized
access to your account or password. For transactions done over the Internet,
we recommend the use of an Internet browser with 128-bit encryption. Certain
methods of contacting us (such as by phone or by Internet) may be unavailable or
delayed during periods of unusual market activity. Of course, you can choose not
to register for online privileges. Additionally, if you don’t want telephone privileges,
or want to discontinue telephone/online privileges at any time please contact us
for instructions. You may reinstate these privileges at any time in writing, including
online registration with respect to online privileges.
Note: We discourage you from including confidential or sensitive information in any
Internet communication to us. If you do choose to send email (encrypted or not) to
us over the Internet, you are accepting the associated risks of lack of confidentiality
(such as the possibility that your personal information may be stolen or sold to
others by third parties).
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Systematic Withdrawal Plan

This plan allows you to automatically sell your shares and receive regular payments
from your account. A CDSC may apply to withdrawals that exceed certain amounts.
Certain terms and minimums apply. To sign up, visit us online at franklintempleton.
com or contact us for instructions.

Franklin Templeton VIP Services®

You may be eligible for Franklin Templeton VIP Services® if you are currently
eligible for the $500,000 sales charge breakpoint based solely on shares registered
directly with the Franklin Templeton funds’ transfer agent and excluding shares
held indirectly through brokerage accounts. Franklin Templeton VIP Services®
shareholders enjoy enhanced service and transaction capabilities. Please contact
Shareholder Services at (800) 632‑2301 for additional information on this program.

Selling Shares
You can sell your shares at any time. To make a same day redemption, the
redemption request must be received and accepted by us prior to 1 p.m. Pacific
time or the regularly scheduled close of the New York Stock Exchange, whichever
is earlier. Please keep in mind that a contingent deferred sales charge (CDSC) may
apply.

Selling Shares in Writing

Generally, requests to sell $100,000 or less can be made over the phone, online, or
with a simple letter. Sometimes, however, to protect you and the Fund we will need
written instructions signed by all registered owners, with a signature guarantee for
each owner, if:
• you are selling more than $100,000 worth of shares
• you want your proceeds paid to someone who is not a registered owner
• you want to send your proceeds somewhere other than the address of record, or
preauthorized bank or brokerage firm account
We also may require a signature guarantee when: we receive instructions from an
agent, not the registered owners; you want to send your proceeds to a bank account
that was added or changed on your account without a signature guarantee within the
last 15 days; you want to send proceeds to your address that was changed without a
signature guarantee within the last 15 days; or we believe it would protect the Fund
against potential claims based on the instructions received.
The amount may be higher for members of Franklin Templeton VIP Services®.
Please see “Franklin Templeton VIP Services®” above for more information regarding
eligibility.
A signature guarantee helps protect your account against fraud. You can obtain a
signature guarantee at most banks and securities dealers.
A notary public CANNOT provide a signature guarantee.

Selling Recently Purchased Shares

If you sell shares recently purchased, we may delay sending you the proceeds until
your check, draft or wire/electronic funds transfer has cleared, which may take seven
business days.

Redemption Proceeds

Your redemption check will be sent within seven days after we receive your request in
proper form. We are not able to receive or pay out cash in the form of currency.
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Retirement Plans

You may need to complete additional forms to sell shares in a FTIOS retirement
plan. For participants under the age of 59½, tax penalties may apply. Call Retirement
Services at (800) 527‑2020 for details.

Selling Shares
To sell some or all of your shares
Through your investment representative
Contact your investment representative
By Mail
Send written instructions and endorsed share
certificates (if you hold share certificates) to Investor
Services. Corporate, partnership or trust accounts
may need to send additional documents.
Specify the Fund, the account number and the
dollar value or number of shares you wish to sell.
Be sure to include all necessary signatures and
any additional documents, as well as signature
guarantees if required.
A check will be mailed to the name(s) and address
on the account, or otherwise according to your
written instructions.
By Phone/Online
(800) 632‑2301
franklintempleton.com
As long as your transaction is for $100,000 or less
and you do not hold share certificates, you can sell
your shares by phone or online. The amount may
be higher for members of Franklin Templeton VIP
Services®. Please see “Franklin Templeton VIP
Services®” above for more information regarding
eligibility.
A check will be mailed to the name(s) and address
on the account, or a pre-authorized secondary
address. Written instructions, with a signature
guarantee, are required to send the check to another
address or to make it payable to another person.
If you have changed your address within the last
15 days without a signature guarantee, requests to
sell your shares and mail the check to the name(s)
and address on the account must be in writing and
we may require a signature guarantee. Requests
to sell your shares and send the proceeds to a preauthorized secondary address may be requested by
phone or online.

By Electronic Funds Transfer (ACH)
You can call, write, or visit us online to have
redemption proceeds sent to a bank account. See
the policies at left for selling shares by mail, phone,
or online.
Before requesting to have redemption proceeds
sent to a bank account, please make sure we have
your bank account information on file. If we do not
have this information, you will need to send written
instructions with your bank’s name and a voided
check or savings account deposit slip. All bank and
Fund account owners must sign the request. If the
bank and Fund accounts do not have at least one
common owner, each individual must also have his
or her signature notarized.
If the bank account was added or changed without a
signature guarantee within the last 15 days, you may
be required to provide written instructions signed by
all Fund account owners, with a signature guarantee
for each Fund account owner.
If we receive your request in proper form prior to 1
p.m. Pacific time, or the regularly scheduled close of
the New York Stock Exchange, whichever is earlier,
proceeds sent by ACH generally will be available
within two to three business days.
By Exchange
Obtain a current prospectus for the fund you are
considering. Prospectuses are available online at
franklintempleton.com.
Call Shareholder Services at the number below or
send signed written instructions. You also may place
an exchange order online. See the policies at left for
selling shares by mail, phone, or online.
If you hold share certificates, you will need to return
them to the Fund before your exchange can be
processed.

Franklin Templeton Investor Services
P.O. Box 997151
Sacramento, CA 95899-7151
Call toll-free: (800) 632‑2301
or visit us online 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, at franklintempleton.com
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Exchanging Shares
Exchange Privilege
Class A, C & R

You can exchange shares between most Franklin Templeton funds within the same
class,* generally without paying any additional sales charges. If you exchange
shares from a money fund and those shares were not charged a sales charge
previously, however, a sales charge may apply.
*Class Z shareholders of Franklin Mutual Series Funds may exchange into Class A without any sales charge. Advisor Class
shareholders of another Franklin Templeton fund also may exchange into Class A without any sales charge. If you exchange into
Class A shares and you later decide you would like to exchange into a fund that offers an Advisor Class or Class Z, you may exchange
your Class A shares for Advisor Class or Class Z shares if you are a current shareholder in Advisor Class or Class Z or you otherwise
qualify to buy the fund’s Advisor Class or Class Z shares.

Any CDSC will continue to be calculated from the date of your initial investment and
will not be charged at the time of the exchange. The purchase price for determining
a CDSC on exchanged shares will be the price you paid for the original shares.

Exchange Effects on Class C Conversion Feature

Effective October 5, 2018, if you exchange your Class C shares for the same class
of shares of another Franklin Templeton fund, the time your shares are held in the
initial Fund will count towards the 10-year period for automatic conversion to Class
A shares.

Class R6

You can exchange your Class R6 shares for Class R6 shares of other Franklin
Templeton funds. You also may exchange your Class R6 shares for Advisor Class
shares of a fund that does not currently offer Class R6 shares.

Advisor Class

You can exchange your Advisor Class shares for Advisor Class shares of other
Franklin Templeton funds. You also may exchange your Advisor Class shares for
Class A shares of a fund that does not currently offer an Advisor Class (without any
sales charge)* or for Class Z shares of Franklin Mutual Series Funds.
*If you exchange into Class A shares and you later decide you would like to exchange into a fund that offers an Advisor Class, you
may exchange your Class A shares for Advisor Class shares if you are a current shareholder in Advisor Class or you otherwise qualify
to buy the fund’s Advisor Class shares.

All Classes

The remainder of the “Exchanging Shares” section applies to all classes.
Generally exchanges may only be made between identically registered accounts,
unless you send written instructions with a signature guarantee.
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An exchange is really two transactions: a sale of one fund and the purchase of
another. In general, the same policies that apply to purchases and sales also
apply to exchanges, including minimum investment amounts (except exchanges
of an entire account balance). Exchanges also generally have the same tax
consequences as ordinary sales and purchases.
Rejected exchanges. If the Fund rejects an exchange request involving the
sale of Fund shares, the rejected exchange request will also mean rejection of
the request to purchase shares of another fund with the proceeds of the sale. Of
course, you may generally redeem shares of the Fund at any time.
Exchanges through financial intermediaries. If you are investing indirectly
in the Fund through a financial intermediary such as a broker-dealer, a bank, an
insurance company separate account, an investment advisor, an administrator or
trustee of an IRS-recognized tax-deferred savings plan such as a 401(k) retirement
plan and a 529 college savings plan that maintains a master account (an Omnibus
Account) with the Fund for trading on behalf of its customers, different exchange
and/or transfer limit guidelines and restrictions may apply. The financial intermediary
through whom you are investing may choose to adopt different trading restrictions
designed to discourage short-term or excessive trading. Consult with your financial
intermediary (or in the case of a 401(k) retirement plan, your plan sponsor) to
determine what trading restrictions, including exchange/transfer limitations, may be
applicable to you.
Fund exchange privilege changes/waiver. The Fund may terminate or modify
(temporarily or permanently) this exchange privilege in the future. You will receive at
least 60 days’ notice of any material changes, unless otherwise provided by law.
Other funds’ exchange privileges. If there is a conflict between the exchange
privileges of two funds involved in an exchange transaction, the stricter policy
will apply to the transaction. Other Franklin Templeton funds may have different
exchange restrictions. Check each fund’s prospectus for details.
Exchange of shares into shares of the same Fund. The exchange of shares of
one class into another class of the same Fund is not taxable for federal income tax
purposes. However, shareholders should consult their tax advisors regarding the
state and local tax consequences of a conversion or exchange of shares.

Frequent Trading Policy

The Fund’s board of trustees has adopted the following policies and procedures
with respect to frequent trading in Fund shares (Frequent Trading Policy).
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The Fund does not intend to accommodate short-term or frequent purchases and
redemptions of Fund shares that may be detrimental to the Fund. For example, this
type of trading activity could interfere with the efficient management of the Fund’s
portfolio or materially increase the Fund’s transaction costs, administrative costs
or taxes.
In addition, since the Fund may invest in foreign securities, it may be vulnerable to
a form of short-term trading that is sometimes referred to as “time-zone arbitrage.”
Time-zone arbitrage occurs when an investor seeks to take advantage of delays
between changes in the value of a mutual fund’s portfolio holdings and the reflection
of those changes in the Fund’s net asset value per share. These delays are more
likely to occur in the case of foreign investments, due to differences between the
times during which the Fund’s international portfolio securities trade on foreign
markets and the time as of which the Fund’s NAV is calculated (generally as of
the close of the NYSE - please see “Account Policies - Calculating Share Price”).
Time-zone arbitrage traders seek to purchase or redeem shares of a fund based
on events occurring after foreign market closing prices are established, but before
calculation of the fund’s NAV. This can result in the value of the Fund’s shares
being diluted. One of the objectives of the Fund’s fair value pricing procedures is
to minimize the possibility of this type of arbitrage (please see “Account Policies
- Security Valuation - Foreign Securities - Potential Impact of Time Zones and
Market Holidays”); however, there can be no assurance that the Fund’s valuation
procedures will be successful in eliminating it.
Through its transfer agent, the Fund performs ongoing monitoring of shareholder
trading in shares of the Fund and other Franklin Templeton funds in order to try and
identify shareholder trading patterns that suggest an ongoing short-term trading
strategy. If shareholder trading patterns identified by the transfer agent through
monitoring or from other information regarding the shareholder’s trading activity in
non-Franklin Templeton funds leads the transfer agent to reasonably conclude that
such trading may be detrimental to the Fund as described in this Frequent Trading
Policy, the transfer agent, on behalf of the Fund, may temporarily or permanently
bar future purchases into the Fund or, alternatively, may limit the amount, number
or frequency of any future purchases and/or the method by which you may request
future purchases and redemptions (including purchases and/or redemptions by an
exchange or transfer between the Fund and any other mutual fund).

pattern, if the Fund’s investment manager or transfer agent reasonably concludes
that the amount of the requested transaction may disrupt or otherwise interfere with
the efficient management of the Fund’s portfolio. In determining what actions should
be taken, the Fund’s transfer agent may consider a variety of factors, including
the potential impact of such remedial actions on the Fund and its shareholders. If
the Fund is a “fund of funds,” the Fund’s transfer agent may take into account the
impact of the trading activity and of any proposed remedial action on both the Fund
and the affiliated underlying funds in which the Fund invests.
Frequent trading through financial intermediaries. You are an investor subject
to this Frequent Trading Policy whether you are a direct shareholder of the Fund or
you are investing indirectly in the Fund through a financial intermediary, such as a
broker-dealer, bank, trust company, insurance company product such as an annuity
contract, investment advisor, or an administrator or trustee of an IRS-recognized
tax-deferred savings plan such as a 401(k) retirement plan and a 529 college
savings plan.
Some financial intermediaries maintain master accounts with the Fund on behalf
of their customers (“omnibus accounts”). The Fund has entered into “information
sharing agreements” with these financial intermediaries, which permit the Fund to
obtain, upon request, information about the trading activity of the intermediary’s
customers that invest in the Fund. If the Fund’s transfer agent identifies omnibus
account level trading patterns that have the potential to be detrimental to the Fund,
the transfer agent may, in its sole discretion, request from the financial intermediary
information concerning the trading activity of its customers. Based upon its review
of the information, if the transfer agent determines that the trading activity of any
customer may be detrimental to the Fund, it may, in its sole discretion, request the
financial intermediary to restrict or limit further trading in the Fund by that customer.
There can be no assurance that the transfer agent’s monitoring of omnibus account
level trading patterns will enable it to identify all short-term trading by a financial
intermediary’s customers.
Revocation of trades. While the Fund reserves the right to reject any purchase
order for any reason, the Fund may also revoke executed purchase orders that the
transfer agent reasonably concludes in its sole discretion may have been contrary
to the objectives of the Fund’s Frequent Trading Policy.

In considering an investor’s trading patterns, the Fund may consider, among other
factors, the investor’s trading history both directly and, if known, through financial
intermediaries, in the Fund, in other Franklin Templeton funds, in non-Franklin
Templeton mutual funds, or in accounts under common control or ownership (see,
for example, “Buying and Selling Shares - Investment by asset allocators and
large shareholders” in the SAI). The transfer agent may also reject any purchase
or redemption request, whether or not it represents part of any ongoing trading
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Account Policies

consult with the intermediary to determine when your order will be executed, as
some intermediaries may require that they receive orders prior to a specified cutoff time.

Calculating Share Price
Class A & C

When you buy shares, you pay the “offering price” for the shares. The “offering
price” is determined by dividing the NAV per share by an amount equal to 1 minus
the sales charge applicable to the purchase (expressed in decimals), calculated to
two decimal places using standard rounding criteria. The number of Fund shares
you will be issued will equal the amount invested divided by the applicable offering
price for those shares, calculated to three decimal places using standard rounding
criteria. For example, if the NAV per share is $10.25 and the applicable sales
charge for the purchase is 5.50%, the offering price would be calculated as follows:
10.25 divided by 1.00 minus 0.055 [10.25/0.945] equals 10.582011, which, when
rounded to two decimal points, equals 10.58. The offering price per share would
be $10.58.
When you sell shares, you receive the NAV minus any applicable CDSC.

All Classes

The value of a mutual fund is determined by deducting the fund’s liabilities from
the total assets of the portfolio. The NAV per share is determined by dividing the
total net asset value of each fund’s share class by the applicable number of shares
outstanding per share class.
The Fund calculates the NAV per share each business day as of 1 p.m. Pacific
time or the regularly scheduled close of the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE),
whichever is earlier. The Fund does not calculate the NAV on days the NYSE
is closed for trading, which include New Year’s Day, Martin Luther King Jr. Day,
President’s Day, Good Friday, Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor Day,
Thanksgiving Day and Christmas Day. If the NYSE has a scheduled early close,
the Fund’s share price would be determined as of the time of the close of the
NYSE. If, due to weather or other special or unexpected circumstances, the NYSE
has an unscheduled early close on a day that it has opened for business, the
Fund reserves the right to consider that day as a regular business day and accept
purchase and redemption orders and calculate its share price as of the normally
scheduled close of regular trading on the NYSE. The Fund’s NAV per share for
each class is readily available online at www.franklintempleton.com/performance.
The Fund has an agreement with certain financial intermediaries that authorize
them to accept orders or designate third parties to accept orders on behalf of the
Fund. If you place your order through these financial intermediaries, the order will
be considered received when they accept the order. Those orders will be priced at
the next NAV calculated after acceptance of the order by the financial intermediary
or its agent. If you place an order through an account at an intermediary, please
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Requests to buy and sell shares are processed at the NAV next calculated after we
or an approved financial intermediary receive your request in proper form.
When determining its NAV, the Fund values cash and receivables at their realizable
amounts, and records interest as accrued and dividends on the ex-dividend
date. The Fund generally utilizes two independent pricing services to assist in
determining a current market value for each security. If market quotations are
readily available for portfolio securities listed on a securities exchange, the Fund
values those securities at the last quoted sale price or the official closing price of the
day, respectively, or, if there is no reported sale, within the range of the most recent
quoted bid and ask prices. The Fund values over-the-counter portfolio securities
within the range of the most recent bid and ask prices. If portfolio securities trade
both in the over-the-counter market and on a stock exchange, the Fund values them
according to the broadest and most representative market. Prices received by the
Fund for securities may be based on institutional “round lot” sizes, but the Fund may
hold smaller, “odd lot” sizes. Odd lots may trade at lower prices than round lots.
Generally, trading in corporate bonds, U.S. government securities and money
market instruments is substantially completed each day at various times before
1 p.m. Pacific time. The value of these securities used in computing the NAV is
determined as of such times. Occasionally, events affecting the values of these
securities may occur between the times at which they are determined and 1 p.m.
Pacific time that will not be reflected in the computation of the NAV. The Fund relies
on third-party pricing vendors to provide evaluated prices that reflect current fair
market value at 1 p.m. Pacific time.

Fair Valuation – Individual Securities

The Fund has procedures, approved by the board of trustees, to determine the
fair value of individual securities and other assets for which market prices are
not readily available (such as certain restricted or unlisted securities and private
placements) or which may not be reliably priced (such as in the case of trade
suspensions or halts, price movement limits set by certain foreign markets, and
thinly traded or illiquid securities). Some methods for valuing these securities may
include: fundamental analysis (earnings multiple, etc.), matrix pricing, discounts
from market prices of similar securities, or discounts applied due to the nature and
duration of restrictions on the disposition of the securities. The board of trustees
oversees the application of fair value pricing procedures.
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The application of fair value pricing procedures represents a good faith
determination based upon specifically applied procedures. There can be no
assurance that the Fund could obtain the fair value assigned to a security if it were
able to sell the security at approximately the time at which the Fund determines its
NAV per share.

Security Valuation – Pass-Through Securities, CMO, ABS, MBS

Mortgage pass-through securities (such as Ginnie Mae, Fannie Mae and Freddie
Mac), other mortgage-backed securities (MBS), collateralized mortgage obligations
(CMOs) and asset-backed securities (ABS) generally trade in the over-the-counter
market rather than on a securities exchange. The Fund may value these portfolio
securities by utilizing quotations from bond dealers, information with respect to
bond and note transactions and may rely on independent pricing services. The
Fund’s pricing services use valuation models or matrix pricing to determine current
value. In general, they use information with respect to comparable bond and note
transactions, quotations from bond dealers or by reference to other securities that
are considered comparable in such characteristics as rating, interest rate, maturity
date, option adjusted spread models, prepayment projections, interest rate spreads
and yield curves. Matrix pricing is considered a form of fair value pricing.

Security Valuation – Corporate Debt Securities

Corporate debt securities generally trade in the over-the-counter market rather
than on a securities exchange. The Fund may value these portfolio securities by
utilizing quotations from bond dealers, information with respect to bond and note
transactions and may rely on independent pricing services to assist in determining
a current market value for each security. The Fund’s pricing services may utilize
independent quotations from bond dealers and bond market activity to determine
current value.

Security Valuation – Senior Secured Corporate Loans

Senior secured corporate loans with floating or variable interest rates generally
trade in the over-the-counter market rather than on a securities exchange.
The Fund may value these portfolio securities by utilizing quotations from loan
dealers and other financial institutions, information with respect to bond and note
transactions and may rely on independent pricing services to assist in determining
a current market value for each security. These pricing services use independent
market quotations from loan dealers or financial institutions and may incorporate
valuation methodologies that incorporate multiple bond characteristics. These
characteristics may include dealer quotes, issuer type, coupon, maturity, weighted
average maturity, interest rate spreads and yield curves, cash flow and credit risk/
quality analysis.
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Security Valuation – Options

The Fund values traded call options at their market price as determined above.
The current market value of any option the Fund holds is its last sale price on the
relevant exchange before the Fund values its assets. If there are no sales that day
or if the last sale price is outside the bid and ask prices, the Fund values options
within the range of the current closing bid and ask prices if the Fund believes the
valuation fairly reflects the contract’s market value.

Security Valuation – Foreign Securities – Computation of U.S.
Equivalent Value

The Fund generally determines the value of a foreign security as of the close of
trading on the foreign stock exchange on which the security is primarily traded, or
as of 1 p.m. Pacific time. The value is then converted into its U.S. dollar equivalent
at the foreign exchange rate in effect at 1 p.m. Pacific time on the day that the value
of the foreign security is determined. If no sale is reported at that time, the foreign
security will be valued within the range of the most recent quoted bid and ask
prices. Occasionally events (such as repatriation limits or restrictions) may impact
the availability or reliability of foreign exchange rates used to convert the U.S. dollar
equivalent value. If such an event occurs, the foreign exchange rate will be valued
at fair value using procedures established and approved by the board of trustees.

Security Valuation – Foreign Securities – Potential Impact of
Time Zones and Market Holidays

Trading in securities on foreign securities stock exchanges and over-the-counter
markets, such as those in Europe and Asia, may be completed before 1 p.m. Pacific
time on each day that the Fund is open. Occasionally, events occur between the
time at which trading in a foreign security is completed and 1 p.m. Pacific time that
might call into question the availability (including the reliability) of the value of a
foreign portfolio security held by the Fund. As a result, the Fund may be susceptible
to what is referred to as “time-zone arbitrage.” Certain investors in the Fund
may seek to take advantage of discrepancies in the value of the Fund’s portfolio
securities as determined by the foreign market at its close and the latest indications
of value attributable to the portfolio securities at the time the Fund’s NAV is
computed. Trading by these investors, often referred to as “arbitrage market timers,”
may dilute the value of the Fund’s shares, if such discrepancies in security values
actually exist. To attempt to minimize the possibilities for time-zone arbitrage, and
in accordance with procedures established and approved by the Fund’s board of
trustees, the investment manager monitors price movements following the close of
trading in foreign stock markets through a series of country specific market proxies
(such as baskets of American Depositary Receipts, futures contracts and exchange
traded funds).
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These price movements are measured against established trigger thresholds for
each specific market proxy to assist in determining if an event has occurred that
might call into question the availability (including the reliability) of the values of
foreign securities between the times at which they are determined and the time
of the NAV calculation (1 p.m. Pacific time). If such an event occurs, the foreign
securities may be valued using fair value procedures established and approved by
the board of trustees. In certain circumstances these procedures include the use of
independent pricing services. The intended effect of applying fair value pricing is to
compute an NAV that accurately reflects the value of the Fund’s portfolio at the time
that the NAV is calculated, to discourage potential arbitrage market timing in Fund
shares, to mitigate the dilutive impact of such attempted arbitrage market timing
and to be fair to purchasing, redeeming and existing shareholders. However, the
application of fair value pricing procedures may, on occasion, worsen rather than
mitigate the potential dilutive impact of shareholder trading.
In addition, trading in foreign portfolio securities generally, or in securities markets
in a particular country or countries, may not take place on every Funds’ business
day. Furthermore, trading takes place in various foreign markets on days that are
not business days for the Funds, and on which the Fund’s NAV is not calculated (in
which case, the NAV of the Fund’s shares may change on days when shareholders
will not be able to purchase or redeem Fund shares). Thus, the calculation of the
Fund’s NAV does not take place contemporaneously with the determination of the
prices of many of the foreign portfolio securities used in the calculation. If events
affecting the last determined values of these foreign securities occur (determined
through the monitoring process described above), the securities will be valued
at fair value determined in good faith in accordance with the Fund’s fair value
procedures established and approved by the board of trustees.

Accounts with Low Balances

If your account has been open for more than one year and its value falls below
$500, we will mail you a notice asking you to bring the account back up to its
applicable minimum investment amount. If you choose not to do so within 30 days,
we will close your account and mail the proceeds to the address of record. You
will not be charged a CDSC if your account is closed for this reason. This policy
does not apply to: (1) certain broker-controlled accounts established through the
National Securities Clearing Corporation’s Networking system; (2) Class A accounts
established pursuant to a conversion from Class B; (3) tax-deferred retirement
plan accounts; (4) active automatic investment plan accounts; (5) broker-dealer
sponsored separately managed accounts (wrap accounts); (6) accounts held
through a 529 college savings program; and (7) Coverdell Education Savings Plan
accounts.
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Redemptions

Typically, the Fund uses cash and cash equivalents held in its portfolio or sells
portfolio assets to meet all redemption needs. In unusual circumstances or under
stressed market conditions, the Fund may use other methods to meet redemptions,
such as the use of lines of credit or interfund lending in reliance on exemptive relief
from the SEC. Also, see “Account Policies – Redemptions in Kind” for information
regarding redemption requests that exceed $250,000 or 1% of the value of the
Fund’s assets, whichever is less.

Redemptions in Kind

If your redemption requests during any 90-day period exceed $250,000 (or 1%
of the value of the Fund’s net assets, if less), the Fund reserves the right to make
payments in whole or in part in securities or other assets of the Fund. You should
expect to incur transaction costs upon the disposition of the securities received in
the distribution. In addition, you will bear the market risk of the securities you hold
until the securities are sold.

Statements, Reports and Prospectuses

You will receive quarterly account statements that show all your account
transactions during the quarter. You also will receive written notification after each
transaction affecting your account (except for distributions and transactions made
through automatic investment or withdrawal programs, which will be reported on
your quarterly statement). Upon receipt, review all account statements and written
notifications after each transaction affecting your account and notify us immediately
if there is a discrepancy.
You also will receive the Fund’s financial reports every six months as well as an
annual updated prospectus. To reduce Fund expenses, we try to identify related
shareholders in a household and send only one copy of the financial reports and
prospectus. This process, called “householding,” will continue indefinitely unless
you instruct us otherwise. If you prefer not to have these documents householded,
please call us at (800) 632‑2301. At any time you may view current prospectuses
and financial reports on our website.
If you choose, you may receive your statements, financial reports and prospectuses
through electronic delivery (please see “Investor Services - Telephone/Online
Privileges”).

Investment Representative Account Access

If there is a dealer or other investment representative of record on your account, he
or she will be able to obtain your account information, conduct transactions for your
account, and also will receive copies of all notifications and statements and other
information about your account directly from the Fund.
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Street or Nominee Accounts

You may transfer your shares from the street or nominee name account of one
dealer to another, as long as both dealers have an agreement with Distributors.
We will process the transfer after we receive authorization in proper form from your
delivering securities dealer.

Joint Accounts

Unless you specify a different registration, shares issued to two or more owners are
registered as “joint tenants with rights of survivorship” (shown as “Jt Ten” on your
account statement). To make any ownership changes to jointly owned shares, or to
sever a joint tenancy in jointly owned shares, all owners must agree in writing.

Joint Account Risk with Telephone/Online Privileges

You will automatically receive telephone/online privileges when you open your
account. If your account has more than one registered owner, telephone/online
privileges allow the Fund to accept online registration for online services (including
electronic delivery of shareholder documents) and transaction instructions online or
by telephone from only one registered owner. This means that any one registered
owner on your account, acting alone and without the consent of any other registered
owner, may give the Fund instructions by telephone, online or in writing (subject to
any limitations in telephone or online privileges) to:
• Exchange shares from a jointly registered Fund account requiring all registered
owner signatures into an identically registered money fund account that only
requires one registered owner’s signature to redeem shares;
• Redeem Fund shares and direct the redemption proceeds to a pre-established
bank account that may or may not be owned by you and, if owned by you jointly
with someone else, only requires one person to withdraw funds by check or
otherwise; and
• Purchase Fund shares by debiting a pre-established bank account that may be
owned by you.
If you do NOT want another registered owner on your account to be able to issue
these kinds of instructions to the Fund without your consent, you must instruct the
Fund to deny/terminate online privileges and the ability to issue such instructions by
telephone so that these types of instructions will only be accepted in writing signed
by all account owners. This decision will apply to any other fund into which you may
exchange your jointly owned Fund shares. Any later decision to permit these types
of instructions by telephone and/or online will need to be given to the Fund in a
written instruction signed by all registered owners.
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Additional Policies

Please note that the Fund maintains additional policies and reserves certain rights,
including:
• The Fund may restrict, reject or cancel any purchase orders, including an
exchange request.
• Typically, redemptions are processed by the next business day provided the
redemption request is received in proper form and good order, but may take up
to seven days to be processed if making immediate payment would adversely
affect the Fund or there is another cause for delay (for example, if you sell shares
recently purchased, proceeds may be delayed until your check, draft or wire/
electronic funds transfer has cleared).
• The Fund may modify, suspend, or terminate telephone/online privileges at any
time.
• The Fund may make material changes to or discontinue the exchange privilege
on 60 days’ notice or as otherwise provided by law.
• The Fund may stop offering shares completely or may offer shares only on a
limited basis, for a period of time or permanently.
• In unusual circumstances, we may temporarily suspend redemptions or postpone
the payment of proceeds, as allowed by federal securities laws.
• For redemptions over a certain amount, the Fund may pay redemption proceeds
in securities or other assets rather than cash if the investment manager
determines it is in the best interest of the Fund, consistent with applicable law.
Investors should expect to incur transaction costs upon the disposition of the
securities received in the distribution.
• You may only buy shares of a fund (including the purchase side of an exchange)
eligible for sale in your state or jurisdiction.
• To permit investors to obtain the current price, dealers are responsible for
transmitting all orders to the Fund promptly.
• For non-retirement accounts, if you are receiving a dividend, capital gains or
a systematic withdrawal plan payment in cash, and at least three consecutive
checks remain uncashed for at least six months, the Fund reserves the right to
change your distribution option to reinvest future distributions or discontinue your
systematic withdrawal plan.
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Dealer Compensation
Class A, C & R

Qualifying dealers who sell Fund shares may receive sales commissions and
other payments. These are paid by Distributors from sales charges received from
purchasing or redeeming shareholders, from distribution and service (12b‑1)
fees from the Fund and from Distributors’ other financial resources. Dealers may
also receive shareholder servicing fees for servicing investors who indirectly hold
Franklin Templeton fund shares through dealer-maintained brokerage accounts
as more fully described under “Shareholder servicing and transfer agent” of the
“Management and Other Services” section in the SAI. These fees are paid by the
Fund’s transfer agent from payments it receives under its agreement with the Fund.
No dealer commission will be paid on Class A NAV purchases by Employer
Sponsored Retirement Plans.
If any dealer commissions are paid in connection with a purchase which is
subsequently rejected or results in any trading restriction placed on the purchaser
as a result of a determination by the Fund’s investment manager or transfer agent
that the purchase may be connected with trading activity that may be detrimental
to the Fund as described in the Fund’s “Frequent Trading Policy,” the dealer shall,
upon demand, refund such commissions to Distributors.
Prior to September 10, 2018, the dealer commission schedule is as follows:
Class A

Class C

Class R

—

1.001

—

Investment under $100,000

4.00

—

—

$100,000 but under $250,000

2.80

—

—

$250,000 but under $500,000

2.00

—

—

$500,000 but under $1 million

1.60

—

—

Commission (%)

$1 million or more
12b‑1 fee to dealer

up to 0.75

—

—

0.252

0.653

0.50

1. Commission includes advance of the first year’s 0.15% 12b‑1 service fee. Distributors may pay a prepaid commission. However,
Distributors does not pay a prepaid commission on any purchases by Employer Sponsored Retirement Plans.
2. For purchases at NAV where Distributors paid a prepaid commission, dealers may start to receive the 12b‑1 fee in the 13th month
after purchase. For purchases at NAV where Distributors did not pay a prepaid commission, dealers may start to receive the 12b‑1
fee at the time of purchase.
3. Dealers may be eligible to receive up to 0.15% at the time of purchase and may be eligible to receive 0.65% starting in the 13th
month. During the first 12 months, the full 12b‑1 fee will be paid to Distributors to partially offset the commission and the prepaid
service fee paid at the time of purchase. For purchases at NAV where Distributors did not pay a prepaid commission, dealers may
start to receive the 12b‑1 fee at the time of purchase.

Effective on September 10, 2018, the dealer commission schedule is as follows:
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Class A

Class C

Class R

—

1.001

—

Investment under $100,000

4.00

—

—

$100,000 but under $250,000

3.00

—

—

Commission (%)

$250,000 but under $500,000
$500,000 or more
12b‑1 fee to dealer

2.25

—

—

Up to 1.00%

—

—

0.25

0.65

0.50

2

3

1. Commission includes advance of the first year’s 0.15% 12b‑1 service fee. Distributors may pay a prepaid commission. However,
Distributors does not pay a prepaid commission on any purchases by Employer Sponsored Retirement Plans.
2. For purchases at NAV where Distributors paid a prepaid commission, dealers may start to receive the 12b‑1 fee in the 13th month
after purchase. For purchases at NAV where Distributors did not pay a prepaid commission, dealers may start to receive the 12b‑1
fee at the time of purchase.
3. Dealers may be eligible to receive up to 0.15% at the time of purchase and may be eligible to receive 0.65% starting in the 13th
month. During the first 12 months, the full 12b‑1 fee will be paid to Distributors to partially offset the commission and the prepaid
service fee paid at the time of purchase. For purchases at NAV where Distributors did not pay a prepaid commission, dealers may
start to receive the 12b‑1 fee at the time of purchase. After approximately 10 years, Class C shares convert to Class A shares and
dealers may then be eligible to receive the 12b‑1 fee applicable to Class A.

Purchases of Certain Share Classes through Financial Intermediaries (Class
R6 and Advisor Class) There are no associated sales charges or Rule 12b‑1
distribution and service fees for the purchase of Class R6 and Advisor Class shares.
However, pursuant to SEC guidance, certain financial intermediaries acting as
agents on behalf of their customers may directly impose on shareholders sales
charges or transaction fees determined by the financial intermediary related to
the purchase of these shares. These charges and fees are not disclosed in this
prospectus. You should consult with your financial advisor or visit your financial
intermediary’s website for more information.
The Fund’s service providers also may pay financial intermediaries for marketing
support and other related services as disclosed below for Advisor Class shares,
but not for Class R6 shares. These payments may create a conflict of interest by
influencing the financial intermediary and your salesperson to recommend one
share class over another. There is some uncertainty concerning whether marketing
support or other similar payments may be made or received in connection with
Advisor Class shares where a financial intermediary has imposed its own sales
charges or transaction fees. Based on future regulatory developments, such
payments may be terminated.
Other financial intermediary compensation Except with respect to Class R6
shares, Distributors may make marketing support payments (a portion of which
may be reimbursable under the terms of the Fund’s Rule 12b‑1 distribution plans)
to certain dealers and other financial intermediaries, such as banks, insurance
companies, or plan administrators, in connection with their efforts to educate
financial advisors or provide other services which may facilitate, directly or
indirectly, investment in Franklin Templeton mutual funds. In the case of any one
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intermediary, marketing support payments will generally not exceed 0.05% of the
total assets of Franklin Templeton mutual funds attributable to that intermediary, on
an annual basis. For an intermediary exceeding $15 billion in total assets of Franklin
Templeton mutual funds, Distributors may agree to make annual marketing support
payments exceeding 0.05% of such assets. For an intermediary exceeding $50
billion in total assets of Franklin Templeton mutual funds, Distributors may agree
to make annual marketing support payments up to a limit of 0.06% of such assets.
Marketing support payments made to organizations located outside the U.S., with
respect to investments in the Fund by non-U.S. persons, may exceed this limitation.
Any assets held on behalf of Employer Sponsored Retirement Plans for which
payment is made to a financial intermediary pursuant to the following paragraph will
be excluded from the calculation of marketing support payments pursuant to this
paragraph.

Sales of Fund shares, as well as shares of other mutual funds in Franklin Templeton
Investments, is not considered a factor in the selection of financial intermediaries
to execute the Fund’s portfolio transactions. Accordingly, the allocation of portfolio
transactions for execution by financial intermediaries that sell Fund shares is not
considered marketing support payments to such financial intermediaries.
You can find further details in the SAI about the payments made by Distributors and
the services provided by your financial advisor. Your financial advisor may charge
you additional fees or commissions other than those disclosed in this prospectus.
You should ask your financial advisor for information about any payments it
receives from Distributors and any services it provides, as well as about fees and/or
commissions it charges.

A number of factors will be considered in determining these payments, including the
qualifying financial intermediary’s sales, assets and redemption rates, the nature
and quality of any servicing provided by the financial intermediary, and the quality
of the financial intermediary’s relationship with Distributors. Distributors will, on
an annual basis, determine the advisability of continuing these payments. These
payments may be in addition to any shareholder servicing fees paid by the Fund’s
transfer agent from payments it receives under its agreement with the Fund.
Except with respect to Class R6 shares, Distributors and/or its affiliates may
also make payments (a portion of which may be reimbursable under the terms
of the Fund’s Rule 12b‑1 distribution plans) to certain financial intermediaries in
connection with their activities that are intended to assist in the sale of shares
of Franklin Templeton mutual funds, directly or indirectly, to certain Employer
Sponsored Retirement Plans. In the case of any one financial intermediary, such
payments will not exceed 0.10% of the total assets of Franklin Templeton mutual
funds held, directly or indirectly, by such Employer Sponsored Retirement Plans, on
an annual basis.
To the extent permitted by SEC and Financial Industry Regulatory Authority rules
and other applicable laws and regulations, Distributors may, in addition to marketing
support payments, pay or allow other promotional incentives or payments to
financial intermediaries, such as payments related to transaction support, various
financial intermediary-sponsored events intended to educate financial advisers and
their clients about the Franklin Templeton mutual funds, and data analytics and
support.
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If you have any questions about the Fund or your account, you can write to us at
P.O. Box 997151, Sacramento, CA 95899-7151. You also can call us at one of the
following numbers. For your protection and to help ensure we provide you with
quality service, all calls may be monitored or recorded.
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Telephone Number

Shareholder Services

(800) 632‑2301

Fund Information

(800) DIAL BEN
(800) 342‑5236

Retirement Services

(800) 527‑2020

Advisor Services

(800) 524‑4040

Hearing Impaired Assistance

For hearing impaired assistance,
please contact us via a Relay Service.

Automated Telephone System

(800) 632‑2301
(800) 524‑4040
(800) 527‑2020
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FOR MORE INFORMATION
You can learn more about the Fund in the following documents:
Annual/Semiannual Report to Shareholders
Includes a discussion of recent market conditions and Fund strategies that
significantly affected Fund performance during its last fiscal year, financial
statements, detailed performance information, portfolio holdings and, in the
annual report only, the independent registered public accounting firm’s report.
Statement of Additional Information (SAI)
Contains more information about the Fund, its investments and policies. It is
incorporated by reference (is legally a part of this prospectus).
For a free copy of the current annual/semiannual report or the SAI, please
contact your investment representative or call us at the number below. You
also can view the current annual/semiannual report and the SAI online through
franklintempleton.com.
Appendix A to the Prospectus — Intermediary Sales Charge Discounts
and Waivers
Contains more information about specific sales charge discounts and waivers
available for shareholders who purchase Fund shares through a specific
financial intermediary. Appendix A is a separate document and is incorporated
herein by reference (is legally a part of this prospectus).
You also can obtain information about the Fund by visiting the SEC’s Public
Reference Room in Washington, DC (phone (202) 551-8090) or the EDGAR
Database on the SEC’s Internet site at http://www.sec.gov. You can obtain
copies of this information, after paying a duplicating fee, by writing to the
SEC’s Public Reference Section, Washington, DC 20549-1520 or by electronic
request at the following email address: publicinfo@sec.gov.

One Franklin Parkway
San Mateo, CA 94403-1906
(800) DIAL BEN®/342-5236
franklintempleton.com
Investment Company Act file #811-06243
© 2018 Franklin Templeton Investments. All rights reserved.
10% Total Recycled Fiber

For hearing impaired
assistance, please contact
us via a Relay Service.

APPENDIX A
INTERMEDIARY SALES CHARGE DISCOUNTS AND WAIVERS
Specific intermediaries may have different policies and procedures
regarding the availability of front-end sales load (charge) waivers or
CDSC waivers, which are discussed below. In all instances, it is the
purchaser’s responsibility to notify the Fund or the purchaser’s
financial intermediary at the time of purchase of any relationship or
other facts qualifying the purchaser for sales charge waivers or
discounts. For waivers and discounts not available through a
particular intermediary, shareholders will have to purchase Fund
shares directly from the Fund or through another intermediary to
receive such waivers or discounts. Please see the section entitled
“Fund Details – Your Account – Choosing a Share Class – Class A,
& C” for more information on sales charges and waivers available for
different classes.
The information in this Appendix is part of, and incorporated into, the
Fund’s prospectus.
CLASS A AND CLASS C PURCHASES THROUGH MERRILL
LYNCH
Shareholders purchasing Fund shares through a Merrill Lynch
platform or account will be eligible only for the following load waivers
(front-end sales charge waivers and contingent deferred or back-end,
sales charge waivers) and discounts, which may differ from those
disclosed elsewhere in this Fund’s prospectus or SAI.
Front-end Sales Load Waivers on Class A Shares available at Merrill
Lynch
Employer-sponsored retirement, deferred compensation and employee
benefit plans (including health savings accounts) and trusts used to fund
those plans, provided that the shares are not held in a commission-based
brokerage account and shares are held for the benefit of the plan
Shares purchased by or through a 529 Plan
Shares purchased through a Merrill Lynch affiliated investment advisory
program
Shares purchased by third party investment advisors on behalf of their
advisory clients through Merrill Lynch’s platform
Shares of funds purchased through the Merrill Edge Self-Directed platform
(if applicable)
Shares purchased through reinvestment of capital gains distributions and
dividend reinvestment when purchasing shares of the same fund (but not
any other fund within the fund family)
Shares exchanged from Class C (i.e. level-load) shares of the same fund
in the month of or following the 10-year anniversary of the purchase date
Employees and registered representatives of Merrill Lynch or its affiliates
and their family members
Directors or Trustees of the Fund, and employees of the Fund’s investment

adviser or any of its affiliates, as described in this prospectus
Shares purchased from the proceeds of redemptions within the same fund
family, provided (1) the repurchase occurs within 90 days following the
redemption, (2) the redemption and purchase occur in the same account,
and (3) redeemed shares were subject to a front-end or deferred sales
load (known as Rights of Reinstatement)
CDSC Waivers on A and C Shares available at Merrill Lynch

•

Death or disability of the shareholder
Shares sold as part of a systematic withdrawal plan as described in the
Fund’s prospectus
Return of excess contributions from an IRA Account
Shares sold as part of a required minimum distribution for IRA and
retirement accounts due to the shareholder reaching age 70½
Shares sold to pay Merrill Lynch fees but only if the transaction is initiated
by Merrill Lynch
Shares acquired through a right of reinstatement
Shares held in retirement brokerage accounts, that are exchanged for a
lower cost share class due to transfer to certain fee based accounts or
platforms
Front-end load Discounts Available at Merrill Lynch:
Breakpoints, Rights of Accumulation & Letters of Intent

•

Breakpoints as described in this prospectus.
Rights of Accumulation (ROA) which entitle shareholders to breakpoint
discounts will be automatically calculated based on the aggregated holding
of fund family assets held by accounts within the purchaser’s household at
Merrill Lynch. Eligible fund family assets not held at Merrill Lynch may be
included in the ROA calculation only if the shareholder notifies his or her
financial advisor about such assets
Letters of Intent (LOI) which allow for breakpoint discounts based on
anticipated purchases within a fund family, through Merrill Lynch, over a
13-month period of time (if applicable)

CLASS A PURCHASES THROUGH MORGAN STANLEY
Effective July 1, 2018 shareholders purchasing Fund shares
through a Morgan Stanley Wealth Management transactional
brokerage account will be eligible only for the following front-end
sales charge waivers with respect to Class A shares, which may
differ from and may be more limited than those disclosed
elsewhere in this Fund’s Prospectus or SAI.
Front-end Sales Charge Waivers on Class A Shares available at
Morgan Stanley Wealth Management
• Employer-sponsored retirement plans (e.g., 401(k) plans, 457
plans, employer-sponsored 403(b) plans, profit sharing and
money purchase pension plans and defined benefit plans). For
purposes of this provision, employer-sponsored retirement
plans do not include SEP IRAs, Simple IRAs, SAR-SEPs or
Keogh plans

•
•

•

Morgan Stanley employee and employee-related accounts
according to Morgan Stanley’s account linking rules
Shares purchased through reinvestment of dividends and
capital gains distributions when purchasing shares of the same
fund
Shares purchased through a Morgan Stanley self-directed
brokerage account
Class C (i.e., level-load) shares that are no longer subject to a
contingent deferred sales charge and are converted to Class A
shares of the same fund pursuant to Morgan Stanley Wealth
Management’s share class conversion program
Shares purchased from the proceeds of redemptions within the
same fund family, provided (i) the repurchase occurs within 90
days following the redemption, (ii) the redemption and
purchase occur in the same account, and (iii) redeemed shares
were subject to a front-end or deferred sales charge.

CLASS A AND CLASS C PURCHASES THROUGH AMERIPRISE
FINANCIAL
Automatic exchange of Class C shares. Class C shares will
automatically exchange to Class A shares in the month of the 10year anniversary of the purchase date.
Class A Shares Front-End Sales Charge Waivers Available at
Ameriprise Financial:
The following information applies to Class A shares purchases if you
have an account with or otherwise purchase Fund shares through
Ameriprise Financial:
Effective June 1, 2018, shareholders purchasing Fund shares
through an Ameriprise Financial platform or account will be eligible
for the following front-end sales charge waivers and discounts, which
may differ from those disclosed elsewhere in this Fund’s prospectus
or SAI:
•

•
•

Employer-sponsored retirement plans (e.g., 401(k) plans, 457
plans, employer-sponsored 403(b) plans, profit sharing and
money purchase pension plans and defined benefit plans). For
purposes of this provision, employer-sponsored retirement plans
do not include SEP IRAs, Simple IRAs or SAR-SEPs.
Shares purchased through an Ameriprise Financial investment
advisory program (if an Advisory or similar share class for such
investment advisory program is not available).
Shares purchased by third party investment advisors on behalf of
their advisory clients through Ameriprise Financial’s platform (if

•

•

•
•

•

an Advisory or similar share class for such investment advisory
program is not available).
Shares purchased through reinvestment of capital gains
distributions and dividend reinvestment when purchasing shares
of the same Fund (but not any other fund within the same fund
family).
Shares exchanged from Class C shares of the same fund in the
month of or following the 10-year anniversary of the purchase
date. To the extent that this prospectus elsewhere provides for a
waiver with respect to such shares following a shorter holding
period, that waiver will apply to exchanges following such shorter
period. To the extent that this prospectus elsewhere provides for
a waiver with respect to exchanges of Class C shares for load
waived shares, that waiver will also apply to such exchanges.
Employees and registered representatives of Ameriprise
Financial or its affiliates and their immediate family members.
Shares purchased by or through qualified accounts (including
IRAs, Coverdell Education Savings Accounts, 401(k)s, 403(b)
TSCAs subject to ERISA and defined benefit plans) that are held
by a covered family member, defined as an Ameriprise financial
advisor and/or the advisor’s spouse, advisor’s lineal ascendant
(mother, father, grandmother, grandfather, great grandmother,
great grandfather), advisor’s lineal descendant (son, daughter,
grandson, granddaughter, great grandson, great granddaughter)
or any spouse of a covered family member who is a lineal
descendant.
Shares purchased from the proceeds of redemptions within the
same fund family, provided (1) the repurchase occurs within 90
days following the redemption, (2) the redemption and purchase
occur in the same account, and (3) redeemed shares were
subject to a front-end or deferred sales load (i.e. Rights of
Reinstatement).

